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Into consoles? Then the Mean Machines Megagame is especially for you. Get all the latest console news delivered to your door, plus a free copy of the Complete Guide to Consoles Volume III.
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Are you the best Pipemania player in your house? Your street? The whole flipping country? Then Empire want to give you £1,000 cash!
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**Speedball** - total action - total aggression - the ultimate sport from the Bitmap Brothers.

Computer Gamesweek - 94%

The One - 90%

"Never in the field of reviewing has such an excellent game been played by so many for so long. A must buy!"

C - VG Hit -

"Speedball is going to be a monster hit!"

**Blood Money**

ST/Amiga Format Gold Disc Award! - 90%

“This game is so visually brilliant and possesses those classic addictive qualities that once you've picked up your joystick you just won't want to put it back down again.”

C - VG Hit -

"If you're into missiles, bombs and explosions in large, classy quantities, Blood Money is a game you should try and buy without delay."

**Rocket Ranger**

ZZAP - 84%

"Save every penny you can get your hands on and acquire Rocket Ranger."

Amiga Format - 90%

"Those who like a good puzzle and a bit of strategy will find Rocket Ranger compulsive."

Ace Rating - 814

"Supert graphics with arcade action and strategy - probably the best CINEMAWARE game yet."

New Computer Express

"Break out a spare can of Buddy and pop up your PC for this one."

**CINEMAWARE Gold Award**

AMIGA/ATARI ST/PC £29.99

Distribution by: Mirrorsoft Ltd., Irwin House, 115 Southwark Street, London SE1 0SW
When a game is reviewed, we give ratings for five different criteria:

**GRAPHICS**
Does the game look good? Is the scrolling smooth? Are the sprites flickery? Is the animation realistic? This mark covers all visual aspects of the game.

**SOUND**
Sound and music that enhance a game are given high marks. The sound rating is low if the soundtrack or effects are inappropriate.

**VALUE**
Here, we take into consideration the price of the game, the amount of entertainment it offers and the quality of the packaging. In other words - is it worth the money.

**PLAYABILITY**
This tells you how addictive and enjoyable the game is - the higher the rating is, the more playable the game is.

**OVERALL**
The most important rating of all. This is what we think of the game as a whole, taking into consideration all the other ratings. In short, how good the game really is.

**THE MARKS**

85+
A C+VG HIT! An outstanding game that shouldn't be missed.

70-85
A very good game that missed out on a higher accolade due to minor discrepancies. Should definitely be tried, though.

55-69
Average to fairly good. Could still appeal to fans of the genre.

40-55
Below average to average. Generally a disappointment.

15-39
Generally a poor game that mightn't even appeal to the most ardent fans.

14-
Ugh! Binary sewage that's guaranteed to make your computer throw up.

---

**REVIEWS**

**SPECTRUM**
- Cyberball
- Scramble Spirits
- Spy vs Spy
- Ikari Warriors
- Mountain Bike Racer
- Beyond The Ice Palace
- Guardian 2
- Rainbow Islands
- Zombi
- E-Motion

**AMSTRAD**
- Spy vs Spy
- Ikari Warriors
- Fighting Warrior
- Boulderdash IV
- Beyond The Ice Palace
- Guardian 2
- E-Motion

**C64**
- Vendetta
- Spy vs Spy
- Spy vs Spy 2
- Ikari Warriors

**AMIGA**
- Cyberball
- Cricket Captain
- Beyond The Ice Palace
- Rainbow Islands
- Weird Dreams
- ST
- Scramble Spirits
- Gretzky Ice Hockey
- E-Motion

**C+VG HIT!**

Vendetta
Super-tough C64 action man adventure from System 3.

TV Sports Basketball
The ultimate Amiga basketball simulation from Cinemaware.

Knights of the Crystal Lion
US Gold's unusual and intriguing Amiga strategy adventure.

Warhead
Terrific Amiga space war action from Motion Picture House.

Space Rogue
A superb PC blend of Ultima and Elite from Origin.

Zombi
UbiSoft's gripping supernatural thriller rises from the grave on PC and Spectrum.

E-Motion
The first New Age computer game - weird and wonderful multi-format action from US Gold.

Man Utd
First-class Amiga ball skills from Krisalis.

Golden Axe
A superb Megadrive conversion of Sega's fantasy punch-up coin-op.

---

**SEGA**
- Slap Shot
- PC Grand Prix
- Assault City

**MEGADRIVE**
- Golden Axe
- Herzig Zwei

**PC ENGINE**
- Digital Champ
GAMES 2 - KONIX 0

That's the (pretty silly) software-to-hardware ratio of the troubled Konix Multisystem at the moment, with System 3 and newcomers Vivid Image announcing completion of their first titles for the console before the machine has even seen the light of day! If and when the Multisystem decides to give up its little game of "Now you see me, Now you don't", you'll be able to purchase the conversion of the hit computer game Last Ninja II, and new original title Hammerfist (watch out for reviews of the computer versions next month) at prices yet to be decided. Don't hold your breath waiting for a chance to play it, though...

CRACKDOWN COCK-UP

Yes, there was a mistake in the Crackdown review last month - the price on C64 is 10.99, not the 9.99 originally stated. No, it was not our fault - those naughty folk at US Gold told us one price and then changed it, unfortunately after we had gone to press. So it's slapped hands all round for the culprits and a reprieve for one oppressed reviewer (it's okay lads, you can put the rope away now!).

CARTOON CAPERS

Hi-Tec, the new label whose Defender clone Guardian II stormed into the budget section this month with 92%, have acquired the licenses to produce a number of games based on Hannah Barbera cartoon characters. The four in question are Yogi Bear (extinct software house Piranha released a Yogi game a few years back - but it wasn't very good), Hong Kong Phooey, Atom Ant and Rough and Ready, which can currently be seen on breakfast telly. The games will be available on C64, Spectrum, Amstrad and Atari at £2.99, and ST and Amiga at a bit more.

CRACKDOWN

No sooner do NEC announce the forthcoming launch of the Portable PC Engine, than Sega hit back with news of their own entry into the hand-held race. Called the Sega Microdrive, the machine is only in the planning stage at the moment, but apparently it's shaped like a slightly enlarged Mega-drive joystick with a colour screen in the middle, and it's hoped that the finished article won't be much bigger. Rumoured to utilise miniaturised Mega-drive technology, it'll have a high-resolution colour screen, fantastic sound and a super-fast processor, the perfect combination for playing pocket-sized versions of your favourite arcade greats like Powerdrift and Line Of Fire. The only foreseeable hang-up that we can predict is software; Sega will have to reconfigure their carts for use on the Microdrive, while PC Engine software will fit directly into their portable model. No matter, we have our eyes peeled for future developments and will keep you posted as soon as the news arrives!
Ocean recently snapped up William’s superb drug-bustin’ arcade scorcher, Narc. It’s a superb game in which one or two players stomp the beat of the special Narc Bobbies who are on a mission to blow away a huge drugs cartel. It’s fun, fun, fun all the way! Laugh as you blow the arms and legs off evil crack pushers with your great big rocket launcher. Chortle as you pump a posing pimp’s pink Cadillac full of bullets with your Uzi. Hoot as you blast drug baron’s helicopters out of the skies, and scream with terror when you face the revolting Mr Big on the last level. Narc was one of C+VG’s fave coin-ops of last year - watch out for the conversions on all formats later on this summer.

Sega owners, get ready for the Euro-cart! Sega have granted software development licenses to five European companies, and the first to show off the fruits of their labours are US Gold. The first games to appear from the Birmingham software house will be Gauntlet and Impossible Mission. Gauntlet is a conversion of Sega’s own coin-op, in which up to four players compete for survival in a multi-level dungeon, packed with all manner of creatures and demons. The Master System version is a two player game, but from what we’ve seen the game is looking absolutely fantastic!

So too is Impossible Mission, with the player taking on the role of Agent 4215, a James Bond-type hero who enters the fortress of the evil Dr Elvin Atombender in an attempt to shut down his operation. Graphically it’s a vast improvement over the C64 original, and all of the speech from the computer game is to be included in the 128K cartridge.

Both games will hit the streets later this year, but you can see them first if you read the exclusive reviews in the Complete Guide To Consoles II, which will be available in mid-April.

According to prestigious industry weekly, New Computer Express, Amstrad are planning to cash in on the current console craze with a games machine based on the CPC 464 and 6128. With working titles of the 464 Plus and 6128 Plus, both consoles use upgraded CPC technology which, it’s claimed, will be more powerful than either the Sega Master System or 8 bit Nintendo. With an entry level price for the 464 Plus of only £100, and software (it’ll be possible to use not only tape or disk software, but also 256K and 512K cartridge games for around £15 a shot) rumoured to be in production by a number of top UK and European software houses including US Gold, Activision and even, it is said, Virgin (despite their heavy involvement in the Sega market), the machines are supposedly penned in for a September release.
COMING ON CONSOLES
The consoles market is moving into overdrive this year, with a number of top titles planned across all the big formats. Sega are releasing the RPG game Ultima IV on the Master System in America sometime in the Spring, while Megadrive owners can look forward to such big names as Crackdown and Michael Jackson’s Moonwalker (June), Super Monaco GP, Hard Drivin’, Roadblasters and Klax (Summer) and the odd-sounding Tongue Of The Fatman in Autumn. PC Engine owners can expect in the coming months: Bonk’s Adventure (April), RBI Baseball II, Klax and Xybots (Summer). Nintendo, though, have by far the longest release schedule, with a host of promising titles including Astyanax, Police Academy, Super Mario Bros 3 and Xybots (Spring), Roadblasters (June), and Mission Impossible, Mad Max, Nightmare On Elm Street and Maniac Mansion later on in the year.

ADVENTURE STORIES
Writing successful adventure games these days is a tricky business, but if you think you have the design for the next Magnetic Scrolls hit buzzing around inside your head, you might try reading Computer Adventures - The Secret Art, by Gil Williamson. In it, Williamson provides a thorough analysis of the design techniques used in all the best adventures, so that you can use them to turn your home-grown romp through the haunted forest into something quite special. The book is published by Amazon Systems at £7.95 - quite pricey for a 128-page paperback, but novice RPG programmers are sure to find it invaluable.

NEC GET ENGINE RUNNING
At last! NEC appear to be doing the sensible thing by officially launching the PC Engine in Britain. It’s still early days yet, but they’ve touted the machine around various retail outlets, all of whom have expressed their willingness to stock the console; and who can blame them, considering the price which NEC seem to be settling on - a staggeringly low £99.99! The planned launch date hasn’t been announced, but it’s looking likely that the Engine will hit the shelves in the Autumn, just in time for the annual hard and software buying spree. Now there’s something nice to find lurking in the foot of your big “Santa Sock” this Christmas!

RE: XENON TECHNOLOGY
We realise that some of our readers have been stung by the recent collapse of mail order outlet Xenon Technology, so we thought we’d try and do something to redress the balance, so to speak. A few nice words to US Gold later, and we came up with this - if any of our readers ordered a US Gold game through Xenon Technology and have failed to either receive the software or get their money back, they should write a letter explaining the situation (some sort of proof would be appreciated too - such as a letter from the receivers stating that you are unlikely to receive any reimbursement) and send it to us at: US Gold/Xenon Reimbursements, C+VG, Priory Court, 30-32 Farrington Road, London, EC1 3AU. We’ll pass them on to US Gold who’ll do the rest. Remember, this offer applies ONLY to C+VG readers who ordered US Gold software, and any letters without accompanying proof will be discarded.
FOUR FANTASTIC GAMES ON ONE UNIQUE COMPILATION!

• 'J GEMINI WING

J ACTION!

A CLASSIC COLLECTION OF TOP TEN SMASHES

buy it now!

available on... cassette for amstrad cpc, sinclair spectrum, commodore 64/128 at £10.99 (disk versions £17.99) and atari st, commodore amiga at £24.99

VIRGIN MASTERTRONIC • 2-4 VERNON YARD, 119 PORTOBELLO ROAD, LONDON W11 2DX • TELEPHONE 01 727 8070
NEW!
FROM
ENCORE...

DRAGONS LAIR
Spec. Cass. 2.99
CBM 64 Cass. 2.99
Ami. Cass. 2.99
Release Date - 2nd April

Dragons Lair and Bluth Group Ltd. are Registered Trademarks owned by and used under Licence from Bluth Group Ltd. © 1983, 1986 & 1987 Bluth Group Ltd. Character Designs © 1983 Don Bluth. All rights reserved.

HOPPING MAD
Spec. Cass. 2.99
CBM 64 Cass. 2.99
Ami. Cass. 2.99
Release Date - 9th April
© 1988 Elite Systems International Ltd.

OVERLANDER
Spec. Cass. 2.99
CBM 64 Cass. 2.99
Ami. Cass. 2.99
Release Date - 16th April
© 1988 Elite Systems International Ltd.

Elite Systems Limited
Anchor House, Anchor Road, Aldridge Walsall West Midlands W59 8PW England
Telex: 336130 ELITE G
Customer hot line (0922) 743408

ENCORE
What seemed like just another humdrum fax quickly became one of the hottest news pieces to come our way for a long time. DevTek Co, a Japanese hardware firm have revealed a brand new device which lets Megadrive owners download Amiga software to their machine using special battery-backed D-RAM cartridges.

The A-MigaDrive, which slips comfortably into the expansion port of the Amiga consists of two custom chips and a special translational maths co-processor which converts the Amiga 68000 code into a form which the Megadrive's own 68000 processor can understand. To get this amazing piece of hardware to work the user simply has to plug it into the Amiga, switch on, let it boot into the operating system (it takes about 3 seconds), then, when prompted, place a game disk (only games on one or two full disks work - any more than that and you get a memory overflow error) into the Amiga - the A-MigaDrive does the rest by pulling the code off the disk and squeezing it into a 2-Meg battery backed RAM cartridge, which can then be plugged into the Megadrive and played - just like any other Sega cartridge. The sound is exactly the same (both machines use FM sound chips), and the graphics are virtually spot-on, apart from some degradation on HAM mode pictures. This means that if you have an Amiga-owning friend, you can increase your collection of Megadrive software from dozens to as many games as you can even the very latest software can be transferred from Amiga to Megadrive!

Even the very latest software can be transferred from Amiga to Megadrive!

Notice the slight change in picture quality, from this...

...to this. Because of the difference in video outputs between the two machines, the converted game appears stretched and, in some cases, colour is distorted slightly.

Not absolutely confirmed as yet, but DevTek are hopeful that the AmigaDrive will retail at 42,000 Yen, around £165, and the special cartridges cost around 3200 Yen - about £13. We've been promised a finished model for a full review, hopefully by next month. Keep your fingers firmly crossed - this one's going to be enormous!
A pirated game could result in a visit from you know who.

Any information on piracy should be passed to The Federation Against Software Theft. Telephone 01-240 6756
GREATEST
COMPUTER GAMES....

"The graphics are nothing short of superb...
A fully beweaponed ship is quite a spectacular
sight and it can torch more aliens than I've had
hot dinners this week ... it's pretty addictive
stuff." - C + VG Jan 90

"The end-of-level guardians steal the show - they are brilliant."
- Amiga Action Feb 90

"Darius ++ is superb"
- Commodore User Dec 89

"...in the known universe!"

AVAILABLE FROM THE BEST SOFTWARE STOCKISTS EVERYWHERE

AMIGA - ATARI ST - SPECTRUM
AMSTRAD CPC - IBM PC - COMMODORE 64

The EDGE, 36/38 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON WC2E 7HE Tel: 01-831 1801

THE PUNISHER Copyright (c) 1988/1989, Marvel Entertainment Group Inc. Darius (c) 1987 Taito Corporation. Game enhancement and coding (c) 1989 The EDGE/Softtek Int Ltd. All rights reserved.
In the 21st century, American Football is played by giant 20 foot high armoured robots - one or two humans control the entire team from positions of safety high above the goal line.

The object of the game is easy - you've got to get the ball over your opponent’s goal line to score points. The trouble is that the ball is explosive, and as soon as it’s in your possession its internal fuse begins to burn. You have four attempts to move the ball ten yards upfield to the defuse line - make it and the fuse is reset for another four turns. Fail and the ball explodes, the opponent takes possession of a new ball and starts to make his way back upfield towards your goal-line.

During offensive play you control the quarterback robot at all times, unless you choose to throw the ball to a receiver robot, whereupon control is passed over as soon as the ball leaves the quarterback's metal mitts.

C+VG HIT!

The L icon indicates the linebacker under joystick control.

Choosing your team in the Amiga version.
pass the field, but will the wide receiver reach the ball in time?

Get your linebackers to the crosses to complete the play.

the other robots follow pre-programmed movements which you select before each down - the list is enormous, and each is accompanied by a picture which details all robot activity.

When you’re playing on the defensive you can control any one of the robots - all you’ve got to do is stop the opponent from reaching the defuse line in four goes to regain possession. Again, there are many defensive moves accessible at the start of each play.

UPDATE

ST, C64 and Amstrad versions are coming soon - the ST version is virtually identical to the Amiga version, and includes all the sampled speech and, unfortunately, the slow pace of action. It’s hoped that C64 and Amstrad Cyberball will be just as good as the Spectrum version.

Faster than the Amiga version, and contains many elements of the arcade machine and surprisingly faithful graphics. Cyberball fans should look out for this one.

OVERALL 84%

Domark’s conversion of this superb Tengen coin-op is nearly a brilliant one. I say nearly, because while it features amazing graphics, all the sampled sound and speech of the coin-op (there’s loads) and gameplay that mimics the arcade machine perfectly, there’s one problem - it plays very slowly. Compared with the arcade machine there’s a considerable drop in speed, and consequently play can become frustrating if you’re used to whizzing around the field at high speed. If it had been just a little faster Cyberball would undoubtedly have been a C+VG HIT! As it stands it’s an extremely polished and enjoyable game that offers plenty of single or multi-player thrills and spills at a pace that fans of the arcade machine might find just a little too sedate. It’s definitely a case of trying before buying.

Julian Rignall

GRAPHICS 88%
SOUND 95%
VALUE 77%
PLAYABILITY 82%
OVERALL 80%

£24.99

£9.99

ST, C64 and Amstrad versions are coming soon - the ST version is virtually identical to the Amiga version, and includes all the sampled speech and, unfortunately, the slow pace of action. It’s hoped that C64 and Amstrad Cyberball will be just as good as the Spectrum version.

Faster than the Amiga version, and contains many elements of the arcade machine and surprisingly faithful graphics. Cyberball fans should look out for this one.

OVERALL 80%

£24.99
Pipe Mania is "a classic puzzle arcade game that is so addictive, it should come with a warning label!"
Pipe Mania is a game of great ingenuity, simple in concept, and fiendishly challenging to play.
You'll need to act instinctively, but think strategically!
One wrong move, one brief hesitation or misplaced pipe section and you're drown in a sea of slime!

ST Action
"Pipe Mania is a conceptually simple and cheeky game which is incredibly addictive."

Commodore User Screenstar
"Terribly addictive... outlasts any arcade conversion."

Available for:
- Commodore Amiga
- IBM PC and Compatibles
- Atari ST
- Commodore 64 Cassette
- Commodore 64 Disk
- Spectrum Cassette
- Spectrum Disk
- Sinclair CPC Cassette
- Sinclair CPC Disk
- Acorn Electron Cassette
- Acorn Electron Disk
- Apple Macintosh
- Others

Zero March 1990 92%
"Buy this game and you may never sleep again."

The Games Machine Star Player Award 83%
"A puzzle game of great ingenuity and addictiveness, Pipe Mania is simple in concept, fiendishly challenging in play, and attractive to look at."

Zzap Sizzler
"Absolutely guaranteed to drive you round the bend."

Amiga Computing Excellence Award 95%
"A game with a game play that shines."

Game Players Award USA
"Best PC strategy game of 1989."

4 The Stanettes Laindon North Trade Centre Basildon Essex SS15 6DJ
ONE SEXY MEGADRIVE UP FOR GRABS!
CALL 0898 334 150
It's great with the little 'uns, doesn't eat much and it won't pee on the carpet if you leave it in the house all day. It's a big Sega Megadrive and we've got another of these infinitely attractive machines to give away to one of our readers. Just think, over a hundred and fifty quid's worth of hi-technology, and you could get it all for the price of three pints, a round of sandwiches and the taxi fare home... actually, you'll only have to fork out for a stamp. Oh yeah, and the telephone call which you'll need to make if you want to hear the questions!

WIN COPIES OF E-MOTION!
CALL 0898 555 537
We've got ten copies of this superb piece of software to literally give away, thanks to US Gold and a lot of phone calls, headaches and nervous breakdowns - don't say we never do anything for you. So what do you have to do to win one of the games, be it on Amiga, ST, PC, Spectrum, C64 or Amstrad? Simply pick up the phone, dial the number, and keep your fingers crossed very, very tightly.

WIN A FERRARI F40!
CALL 0898 555 538
Did we just say Ferrari F40? Sorry, we meant £150 pounds worth of software. Still, that's not so bad, is it? What do you mean, "Yes it is"! Look, okay, you can't drive around in £150 worth of software, but just think of the advantages - you don't have to buy petrol for it, or wait for ten years before it actually arrives. And anyway, you're far more likely to have a Ferrari F40 pinched from outside your house. Anyway, you're not getting one, so you'll just have to ring the Hotline number and make do with the games, alright?

WIN MANCHESTER UNITED - THE GAME!
CALL 0898 555 539
Alex Ferguson won't be winning any prizes this season (with the possible exception of the FA Cup - doubt it though!) but that doesn't mean that you can't be a winner if you enter the Manchester Utd comp, run in conjunction with the game's publishers, Krisalis. A bit of gentle persuasion over the phone and we've got FIVE Manchester United sports holdalls and TEN copies of the Hit! footy management sim across Amiga, ST, Spectrum, C64 and Amstrad formats. And all you have to do is ring this number and answer the questions which are so easy that even Bryan Robson could answer them without pulling a muscle!
It's time for YOB's Mailbag, Britain's brightest letters page. If you've got anything - and we mean anything - to say, why not write in. You never know, if the YOB thinks it's any good, he might even send you some goodies. Write to YOB'S MAILBAG, C+VG, PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON, EC1R 3AU.

PC PROBLEMS

Dear YOB,
I own a PC 1640, so:
In the reviews, do I look under the PC reviews or the Amstrad reviews, or is this such a stupid question that I should know already?
Apart from Indy 500, which computer games would you think I should get?
Michael Bruce, Dublin, Eire

PC ENGINE ARCADE RIP-OFF?

Dear YOB,
Over the last year I've played on all the latest games machines, ie PC Engines, 16 bit Segas, Gameboys and the Lynx, not mention the Konix. All because I know Jeff Minter. But this letter concerns PC Engines. Lately, Cardigan Arcade which is run by Furnies Automatics, has acquired a PC Engine that has been modified to work as an arcade machine. The problem is that the games are on a time limit and no matter how good or bad you are the game will reset after a certain time. So everyone stays away, because the machine needs a constant supply of money (20p's) to stay on - is this legal? And does NEC know about it? I think it is scandalous and so does everyone else who goes to the arcade. At the moment, Ninja Warriors is running and is a waste of time to play. Please reply on this subject.

Paul L

YOB: Arcade expert Jaz says arcade machines based around a modified PC Engine exist in America, so it might be one of those - but the time limit thing sounds very dodgy indeed. When it comes down to it, you can stick anything in an arcade box if people are willing to pay 20p a go on it. The best thing to do is not bother to play it, then the arcade owner will have to get rid of it and buy another machine... Oh yeah, and Jaz says he knows that arcade pretty well, since it's near where he used to live, and wonders if it's still got all those really old crappy video games!

3D CRAP-O-VISION

Dear YOB,
Through my amazingly smart brain power (about -2 IQ to be exact) I have come up with a fantastic idea. The Super 3D Ultra Violet Glasses. They don't have to be plugged in like the Sega ones and best of all they are cheap (well I am Australian and don't know anything about your currency). All you need is red clear plastic and elastic. Directions: Cut red, clear plastic in the shape of sunglasses and get elastic the right size so that it fits around your head. Cut holes in red plastic and tie elastic on. Turn computer or console on (it works on any computer). If you see 3D images tell me because I don't.

Stephen Riley Macquarie, NSW, Australia

YOB: Tie me kangaroo down, sport! Are all people like this in Australia, or is it just you? Bring back Rolf "can you see what it is yet?" Harris - all is forgiven!!

Strike Eagle II, Die Hard... just keep reading C+VG and you'll keep up to date.
**DOUBLE DRAGON DOUBTS**

**Dear YOB,**

I was looking through the December copy of your ace mag when I saw a Double Dragon II reviewed. I was reading it when I saw that there was an 8-bit version. On my telly I was reading the charts on page 568 of C4 Oracle when it said that there were no 8-bit versions, only ST and Amiga.

Are you telling the truth or talking crap? One of you is wrong anyway.

**Chris Roberts, Birmingham**

**YOB:** Let's face it. Which are the mega-knowledgeable all-powerful computer specialists - C4 Oracle or C+VG. Of course we're right.

---

**WIBBLE WOBBLE YURK!**

**Dear YOB,**

Your mag is bum rhubarb Wick and I buy it to just wipe my bottom.

**Your mag is bum rhubarb Wick and I buy it to just wipe my bottom.**

---

**ALWAYS ASKING QUESTIONS II**

**Dear YOB,**

I am writing to you to ask if you could answer my questions, starting with number one.

1. The game Doomdark's Revenge which was written by Mike Singleton - did he ever get round to making one for Commodore 64?
2. Did Mike Singleton make a third sequel after Doomdark's Revenge, and was that for the C64 too?
3. Did Melbourne House make another sequel after "Shadows of Mordor"?
4. Why don't you put more Amstrad reviews in your magazine?

**Joseph Gilbert, Portsmouth, Hants**

**YOB:** 1. Yes. Beyond, the company that released it, is now owned by Microprose so they might still do a compilation package with it and the original game, Lords of Midnight... 2. No - but how about it, Mike? 3. Not yet - but there might be.

---

**ALWAYS ASKING QUESTIONS III**

**Dear YOB,**

I've got loads of questions so I'll get on with it.

1. Have you got any cheats for Ghosts 'n' Goblins, New Zealand Story and Dragon Ninja on the Amstrad?
2. What are the ten best games for the Amstrad?
3. Why didn't you print the last letter I wrote to you? If you don't print this one and five me a C+VG T-shirt I'll come round and nick a T-shirt.
4. Are there any plans to convert Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles to the home computer? Now I've just one more thing to say - C+VG is WICKED. Please answer my questions.

**Jason Robjohns, Paignton, Devon**

**PS Ho! Ho! Ho! Green Giant!**

**YOB:** 1. No, not for you. 2. Read the charts, you lazy git. 3. 'Cos it was the most boring steaming pile of hoss doo-dos I've ever had the misfortune to read. Nick a T-shirt and I'll rip out your windpipe and use your gonads for golf balls.
4. I'm sure that somebody will grab the rights to the machine - it's brilliant. As soon as someone does, we'll let you know!

---

**ALWAYS ASKING QUESTIONS IV**

**Dear YOB,**

I have a great idea about how to get rid of idiots. Simply blow them and their Spectrum boxes up. I own an Amstrad 464 and I think they are totally ace. Here are some questions for you:

1. What are the games on the C+VG Coin-In-Ops Hits for the Amstrad?
2. Can I have a C+VG T-shirt? If you say no I will tell Elly-Phant, my big fat brother, to sit on your face.
3. Why don't you put more Amstrad reviews in your magazines (which is totally fab)?
4. What do you think is the best budget game on the Amstrad?
5. Are there any plans to convert the totally ace arcade game Gang Wars to the Amstrad?

**Kristian Cooke, Walsall, W Midlands**

**YOB:** Don't be so silly about Spectrum people, or I'll let them have your address. To answer your questions...
1. Spy Hunter, Thunderblade, Roadblasters, Outrun and Bionic Commando - and the package is worth every penny. 2. Get stuffed, geek boy. We review as many Amstrad games as we can get our hands on. 4 Guardian II is pretty amazing - keep reading the budget pages to keep up to date. 5. No, not as far as I know - but maybe later on this year?

---

**WHAT A PACK O' LIES**

**Dear YOB,**

This is a top-secret document so if you are a pol ice form disguised as a vending machine, read on.

I am really Roy Adams (for the complete idiots out there, the bloke in Op Wolf and Op Thunderbolt). I am shacking up with my good mate Robocop until I can afford to get some digs of my own. I decided to jack in the old parachute into hostile lands, mass murder some nasty people and rescue some stupid people who got caught and decided to join the South Lewisham choir who at present are on tour in Peckham (tickets only £100,000).

Now on to the reason why I wrote. Myself and Batman have become partners and are at present travelling via Batboat to Holland to eradicate that green lump of birdnessy Mr (ha ha!) Marco Van Basten. We think that any pirate (especially Captain Hook) should have their tiny brains pulled out by ramming a tube up their nose and asking them to cough. They now can get a job as a DJ. Well I have to rush now because I have to destroy MVB and go to Egypt to buy some explosive underwear. So I'll go Bye Bye and leave all you people out there in 'Just got home from Tesco's and am sat down reading C+VG Land' to reading the latest reviews. Lots of gaming hopes, Roy "I am the world's greatest" Adams

**YOB:** I think that pirates ought to be made to watch Nescafe ads for the rest of their miserable lives...

---

**PROUD SEGA OWNER GROVELS**

Dearest Yobbo,

I am the proud owner of a Sega Master System. I'd like a few questions answered so I thought I'd write to the hig-
Mail Bag

hast authority in the land. Do you know of any whispers going around of a Super Mario Bros II being released for the Sega? (Also RoboCop.) I would creep and grovel a bit more but I am running out of paper (and my pen is running out). So just send me a T-shirt and any other great and wonderful goodies you have to hand, o’ masterful one.

Dean Stanley (alias Dynamite Deano), Chingford, London E4

Dear Sir,

I feel compelled to write this letter and hope that it gets printed because I would like it to act as a warning to other people who are on the verge of parting with their hard earned/saved cash on one of the new 16 bit consoles or hand-held machines.

I recently purchased some software for my new Nintendo Gameboy from a company called Telegames. Upon receipt of said items I was dismayed to discover that all the instructions (and some of the on-screen wording were in Japanese. The advert in your magazine gave no mention of this fact, nor was I informed when I placed the order by telephone. As I purchased my Gameboy in America (along with several games containing English instructions) I assumed that the software I ordered would be of similar origin. I am not a regular reader of your publication (in fact I have only bought one issue - the one with Die Hard on the cover) but as I was in the market for some new Gameboy titles, a friend of mine recommended it to me because of the wide selection of companies advertising said products. I am now quite obviously aware of the fact that these goods are being imported from the Far East and, I might add, aware of the fact much to my displeasure. Perhaps you could explain to me how these companies expect people to cope with some of the more complex games such as Soko Ban, Tetris and other similar puzzle games when they cannot understand the instructions (unless they have a degree in Japanese). It is difficult enough to work out some of the scoring systems and bonus routines on a simple game such as Pinball! I feel that these companies are misleading the public and that surely it is against the law to neglect important information such as this from their advertisements. After all, if a company such as PC Engine Services can state quite clearly that their games DON'T REQUIRE JAPANESE LANGUAGE then why can't the companies that their games are of Japanese origin? Incidentally, I would have ordered the software from this company if it wasn't for the fact that I could never get through to them. I had no reason to suspect that the software from this company would be of a different origin (unless, of course, PC Engine Services translate the instructions themselves but even so, this fact should also be stated). Whether I am complaining about the advert or the software itself is for the readers to decide but I feel that £84.00 is an awful lot of money to spend on software which is largely unplayable for the reasons I have stated.

Incidentally, I did speak to someone in your offices who took my number and said they would see what they could do but as yet I have had no reply. I feel that under the circumstances, a full refund would be in order but I would like your comments before I pass this matter on to the Advertising Standards Authority and Department of Fair Trading.

J P Roche, Altringham, Cheshire

I'M NOT TURNING JAPANESE

YOB: Super Mario II? On the Sega?? Never in a cri- tion years, sunshine. I have no goodies at hand, so shove off before I clip your lugholes.

YOB: For starters, never assume anything - or you'll get yourself into a lot of trouble. To the point of Japanese language games - both the ones you mention DON'T really need any understanding of the Japanese language to operate. Both Tetris and Soko-Ban are actually very simple indeed and it only takes a few minutes of play to work out what they're about - have you no patience or sense of adventure? However, I can understand your point to a certain degree, but unless you REALLY can't play the games, I don't think there are grounds for massive complaint. Just remember that all imported games are Japanese and companies DON'T translate the instructions. Having said that, generally speaking, they sell games that DON'T need Japanese language to actually play them - you might have to be prepared to sit down and work out how to play them for yourself, but I think that's a small price to pay for games that you otherwise wouldn't be able to play in this country.
Yo! It’s tips time, with the second part of the Myth maps, a complete solution to Super Shinobi and a huge great teetering heap of other tips. If you’ve got anything decent in the way of tips, cheats or maps, send them in to me at: PLAYMASTERS, C+VG, PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON, EC1R 3AU. There’s a huge £100 software voucher up for grabs for the month’s best tips - this month Thomas Campbell wins it for all his Amstrad tips. Get writing - next month it could be your turn!

**SPEC-TRUM**

**CHASE HQ**

This brilliant tip from Paul Luby of Keighley, West Yorkshire, also works on the Amstrad version of this classic conversion. Redefine the keys as SHOCKED and press enter and the test menu appears. Press a key then redefine the keys again as you really want them. Now, on the title screen you can press 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 to see the logo animations, and pressing 6 lets you type your name in the highscore table. When you’re playing, press:

1 to restart the level,
2 to jump to the next screen
3 to see the end screen
4 to add a credit

Great, eh?

**UNTUCH-ABLES**

Stephen Groves of Frampton Cotterell has a good ‘un.

**INDY III**

Here’s another from Stephen Groves - press OTO on the title page and SHIFT 2 lets you skip levels.

**ROAD-RUNNER**

When the game has loaded, type RTHB and you get infinite Roadrunners. Also, if you type WVKLO you see the end sequence. Cheers to Stephen Groves for that Beep! Beep!

**AMSTRAD SHORT CIRCUIT**

Thomas Campbell of Glenburn, Paisley has found out that if you hold down OCEAN you progress to level 2.

**IMPOSSA-BALL**

Thomas Campbell pops up again with a neat tip for this great Hewson game. Hold down CHEAT on the title screen and then you can press L to move onto the next level.

**DIZZY**

Yet another Thomas Campbell cheat - type in TROW-BRIDGE when the game is paused to get infinite lives.

**RENEGADE III**

Thomas Campbell again - hold down I, Q and T on the title screen and you get infinite lives.

**TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY**

Guess who - it’s Thomas Campbell with a great way to get around the game. Hold down S, P, A, C and the SPACE BAR. Now when you press C you disappear and SPACE makes you re-appear. Why? Well, when you’ve disappeared pressing M moves the map about!

**C64 CHASE HQ**

Hold the fire button down and while it’s depressed type GROWLER. Whenever the timer is getting low press T and you’ll reset the clock.

Cheers to Trevor Clarke of Edgbaston, Birmingham for that!
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JARS MUST BE PLACED IN CORRECT ORDER
Your dates:
13th-16th September

Your venue:
Earls Court

Your show!

THE EUROPEAN COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT SHOW 1990

Continuing the tradition but dedicated to leisure.

Sponsored by C&VG, SINCLAIR USER, CU, ACE and THE ONE.
Contact: Sally Buller at EMAP International Exhibitions: 01-261 6222 ext: 2408 or Gary Williams ext: 2518
CABAL
Gilles from Belgium has been POKEing around as has discovered that if you reset the machine on the title screen and type POKE 9905,189 and POKE 9173,189 and restart the machine with SYS 2097 and you'll find that you've got unlimited lives and grenades. Happy blasting.

MYTH
Trevor Clarke has a neat tip for this. Keep the SHIFT LOCK key depressed while the game loads and you'll magically start on level 2 - the only problem is that you don't have the sword. You should be able to battle your way through using firebolts collected from the Harpies and eventually get to level 3. Now deliberately lose all your lives and grenades! Cheers to Sean Thompson of Dublin for sending that in.

MEGA-DRIVE
GOLDEN AXE
Having problems with this brilliant hack 'n' slash epic? Then simply listen to this advice sent in by K Mason of Crewe, Cheshire and you should be able to beat Death Adder. Primary advice is to choose Gillius Thunderhead the dwarf - he's the best character. Now onto the baddies themselves...

HENNINGER/LONGMOAN
Get in close and hack away until you can pick up and throw away.

SKELETON
These are some of the hardest characters to kill. Their most deadly attacking move is the jumping slash, so watch out for that and react instantly by backing away. Use running head butts, or else quickly get in close and hack away, then back off.

ZUBUROKA
Just be careful of her axe. Otherwise treat the same as Henninger/Longmoan.

BAD BROS
The best thing to do is stay still, let them dive, dodge, then slash repeatedly. If you're feeling brave, the running head butt is a pretty good move, too.

LT BITTER
Use the running head butt you need to do loads - but eventually they'll die.

DEATH ADDER
Kill the two skeletons first, then attack Death Adder using overhead slashes and running head butts - be quick or he'll lash out at you. The other thing to remember is don't stand too far away or he'll use magic against you.

DEATH BRINGER
The skeletons here are well hard - overhead slashes or deft running head butts are the only things that'll kill them quickly. Then use the same tactics as above and watch out - he lashes out very quickly after he gets up, so be prepared to knock him over again the second he gets up. And again, don't stray too far from him or he'll use his magic - and his magic is very powerful.

SUPER SHINOBI
A very useful tip I discovered while playing is if you go to the options screen, select 00 shurikens and then press the START button as fast as you can, after a second or so, the two zeros join together to form an infinity sign, meaning you've got infinite shurikens! Now on with the rest of the tips, which were kindly supplied by ace Megadrive gamesters, Tim Bullock and Simon Walklate who live in Stoke, and Alex Bentley, London SW6.

LEVEL ONE: SAMURAI
Somersault onto the platform at the far left hand side of the screen, select Ninjitsu Kariu and use it, then just keep somersaulting and shooting when he is slashing downwards until he explodes.
LEVEL TWO: DISCO NINJA
This guy somersaults all over the screen and throws one shuriken. Crouch, and when he lands, kick or slash him. Keep on doing this until he turns brown. Select Ninjitsu Kariu and use it. If he's still alive, use the crouching technique again - watch out because he throws four shurikens now - and throw shurikens whenever you can.

LEVEL THREE: THE MACHINE
Walk to the right of the screen and somersault through the second laser onto the back of the machine. Select Kariu when the brain in a jar is visible and use it. Wait until the laser gets on top of you and then jump up and left to get up the step. Then wait until the laser gets on top of you again and then walk down. Keep doing this until the brain re-appears, then crouch and shoot it. Jump back onto the step and repeat the above procedure. It takes about 11 shots to destroy it, so be patient and keep at it.

LEVEL FOUR: THE ROBOT
It looks human, but throws cars and engines at you. To destroy it make sure that you have at least three men because you need to use Mijin Ninjitsu. Select this magic twice, then select Ninjitsu Kariu and use it. If the robot is still alive (very doubtful), somersault and shoot it - it should only take a couple of shots to make it explode.

LEVEL FIVE: THE MISSILE
The missile has three weak spots which all must be destroyed. These are situated in the middle, to the left and to the right of the truck and can either be shot or kicked. There is a blue drip from a crack in the missile which flows from the right of the screen to the left - watch out for it and jump over it. It's best to destroy the middle weak spot first because it stops the flame thrower from firing at you.

LEVEL SIX: SUPERHERO
The superhero starts of as Spiderman, then after being hit a few times turns into Batman. First select Ninjitsu Kariu and use it. He should then turn into Batman and fly slowly around the screen. Jump and shoot at him and he'll gradually change colour and after a number of shots will explode.

LEVEL SEVEN: GODZILLA
Don't bother trying to shoot him. Select Mijin magic and use it three times. If he's not dead after the third time, select Ninjitsu Kariu and use it.

LEVEL EIGHT: THE MASTER
Magic has no effect on this guy, so use your shield. In the background you'll notice your girlfriend being crushed to death by a wall. The only way to stop the wall is to keep shooting into the hole either to the left or right of the screen every few seconds. The best way to destroy the Master is easy. Crouch down and walk towards him. Keep a little space between you and the Master while he's swinging his wig so it doesn't hit you. Every few seconds he tries to whip you - stay in the crouch position and shoot him once, then jump away immediately as he throws his wig at you. If you keep on shooting through the holes and use the crouch method, you should be able to defeat him fairly easily. Now sit back and watch the end sequence...

HIDDEN ITEMS
LEVEL 1-2
Just as you're falling into the underground tunnel, fire and you'll reveal 50 knives.

LEVEL 1-2
When you come out of the underground tunnel, walk right until you come to two...
moving platforms. If you jump in between them and fire to the right you’ll reveal an extra life.

LEVEL 3-1
At the end of this level stand on the last pillar and fire to the right to reveal an extra magic.

LEVEL 3-2
Stand on the second lift and on your way down fire at the bottom crate to reveal an extra Lite.

LEVEL 3-2
On the very last lift stay at the bottom. To your right is a door - shoot just above it and you’ll reveal an energy block.

LEVEL 4-1
At the start, turn to your left and jump as high as you can and fire to reveal an extra magic.

LEVEL 4-2
At the very start do a spin jump and spray your knives to reveal an extra life.

LEVEL 5-1
At the start, turn to your left and jump as high as you can and fire to reveal an extra magic.

LEVEL 5-2
At the end just before the exit sign there’s a little platform. Jump onto it and use Ninjutsu of Kariu to reveal an extra life.

LEVEL 6-2
At the end of the train, go underneath the exit sign, turn left, crouch down and fire to get an extra magic.

ST
CHASE HQ
This great tip from Colin Young of Northern Ireland also works on the Amiga version - so try it out. When the title screen appears, start tapping the SPACE bar at high speed, and keep tapping it until the game loads. Now you should be able to travel at over 1000 kmh. Also holding down joystick fire and the left mouse button and typing GROWLER lets you reset the clock by pressing T.

GHOULS 'N' GHOSTS
Chris Beverly of London NW1 has discovered that if you start the game as normal, then type in STEPHEN BROADHURST you’ll activate the cheat mode. He doesn’t say whether or not you have to press space between the forename and surname - so try both ways.

AMIGA BATTLE SQUADRON
Type in CASTOR at any time during the game and the screen flashes green to indicate that the cheat mode is operational. Ta very much to Colin Young for that.

DRAGON'S LAIR
Here’s a classic cheat from Marc Holgate of Colchester. Start the game, let Dirk walk across the drawbridge and then press ESC; L, N, R, 7 simultaneously to put the game into auto-play mode. Dirk will now complete the game on his own!

X-OUT
If you’re constantly running out of dosh, cast your beady eye over this juicy cash 'n' carry tip from Richard Lea of Stoke. On the equipment screen, select the white bug-shaped ship and put it in the grid area. Choose the single orange-coloured laser, drag it up to the face of the shop owner and keep clicking on the left mouse button and you’ll get 500,000 credits. Now arm yourself with the biggest and best weapons and kill, kill, kill!!

XYBOTS
Enter ALF as your name in the highscore table to get unlimited energy on your next go. Marc Holgate discovered that one.
Enter a mediaeval era in a mystical world where Ivanhoe, our chivalrous hero, pursues a perilous quest... a quest from which most mortals would run... an adventure which most men would fear!

Strap on your armour, take up your sword and brace yourself to face the magical powers of the most evil of wizards, the plunderous pirates, the most awesome of dragons and a host of hideous 'beings' in this land of legends.

Superb animation, by the cartoonist whose brush gave us the Asterix movie, and beautifully executed graphics create a visual impact as yet unseen in the media of interactive entertainment. Ivanhoe - Fight for your life... and legend!
Welcome once again to the Official UK Highscore Table, where top players register the records the rest of the country have to beat. All scores are checked by a panel of experts before they’re included — so if you’re a record breaker make sure you note down your score correctly because any discrepancies will result in disqualification from the tables. Send your scores, on postcards or sealed-down envelopes only, to: UK HIGHSCORE TABLE, C+VG, PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON, EC1R 3AU.

### SEGA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action Fighter</td>
<td>8,533,264</td>
<td>Euan Matheson</td>
<td>Ross-on-Wye, Wiltshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcadia</td>
<td>1,191,500</td>
<td>Bryan Servante</td>
<td>Stevenage, Hertford, N Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asterix</td>
<td>84,189,580</td>
<td>Lenny Gentry</td>
<td>Hillingdon, Middx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aztec Adventure</td>
<td>64,819,430</td>
<td>Steve Creasey</td>
<td>Oorktng, Walsall, Walsall, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bald Eagle 3D</td>
<td>89,100,000</td>
<td>Neil Kelly</td>
<td>Isleworth, Middlesex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bomber Raid</td>
<td>4,293,156</td>
<td>Anthony Bird</td>
<td>Cheshire, Chesterfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Games</td>
<td>91,360,000</td>
<td>Nitendo</td>
<td>London, England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halfpipe</td>
<td>851,600</td>
<td>Dave Barden</td>
<td>Norwich, Rastan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hang-On</td>
<td>1,400,320</td>
<td>Jamie Adkins</td>
<td>Southend, Essex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroine</td>
<td>7,300,000</td>
<td>Lynn Rignall</td>
<td>Telford, C+VG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out Run</td>
<td>5,350,000</td>
<td>Lynn Rignall</td>
<td>Telford, C+VG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penguin Land</td>
<td>2,400,000</td>
<td>Steve Creasey</td>
<td>Oorktng, Walsall, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Strike</td>
<td>65,242,300</td>
<td>Lynn Rignall</td>
<td>Telford, C+VG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartet</td>
<td>3,170,810</td>
<td>Gareth Willa</td>
<td>Bristol, Rambo III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rampage</td>
<td>851,600</td>
<td>Dave Barden</td>
<td>Norwich, Rastan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescuest Mission</td>
<td>574,000</td>
<td>Martin Fox</td>
<td>Beds, Rescuest Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidearms</td>
<td>6,017,000</td>
<td>Gareth Carlin</td>
<td>London, Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Harrier</td>
<td>45,144,160</td>
<td>Matthew White</td>
<td>Oldbury, W Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Harrier 3D</td>
<td>17,214,740</td>
<td>Matthew Horne</td>
<td>London, Thunderblade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Mario Bros II</td>
<td>9,999,990</td>
<td>David Hillhouse</td>
<td>Walsall, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Mario Bros II</td>
<td>1,203,700</td>
<td>Paul Stokes</td>
<td>Aberdare, Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Mario Land</td>
<td>175,000</td>
<td>M C Warlock</td>
<td>Plymouth, Super Mario Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderblade</td>
<td>2,680,000</td>
<td>Steven Rubbery</td>
<td>Dudley, West Midlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victory Run</td>
<td>51,271,260</td>
<td>Anthony Bird</td>
<td>Cheshire, Bedford, Bedford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wonder Boy</td>
<td>8,763,400</td>
<td>Jay Brown</td>
<td>Banbury, Oxon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wonder Boy II</td>
<td>256,400</td>
<td>Peter Ramdine</td>
<td>Stafford, Derbshire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **NOTE:** All scores checked by a panel of experts before they’re included — so if you’re a record breaker make sure you note down your score correctly because any discrepancies will result in disqualification from the tables. Send your scores, on postcards or sealed-down envelopes only, to: UK HIGHSCORE TABLE, C+VG, PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON, EC1R 3AU.
THE OFFICIAL COMPUTER GAME

1.5 MB OF GRAPHICS OF WHICH 480K USED TO CREATE THE MANCHESTER UNITED FOOTBALL CLUB STADIUM OVER 15 SCREENS.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

1. FULL ARCADE GAME:
   PENALTIES, THROW-INS, CORNERS, FREE KICKS, ACTION REPLAY. SEE GOALS SCORED VIA REAL TIME DIGITISING, REFEREE AND LINESMEN.

2. MANAGEMENT GAME:
   FULLY ANIMATED ICON DRIVEN, TEAM SELECTION, INJURY LISTS, PLAYER STATUS, PLAYER TRAINING, MANAGEMENT REPORT, CUP DRAW WITH DIGITISED SPEECH FROM 5TH ROUND, TRANSFER MARKET, BUY AND SELL PLAYERS, LEAGUE TABLE.

AVAILABLE NOW: AMIGA AND ATARI ST.

COMING SOON: IBM PC, ARCHIMEDES, KONIX MULTI-SYSTEM, SPECTRUM (Cassette and Disk), CBM 64 (Cassette and Disk), AMSTRAD CPC (Cassette and Disk) and MSX (Cassette).

KRISALIS SOFTWARE LTD. TEQUE HOUSE, MASONS YARD, DOWNS ROW, MOORGATE, ROTHERHAM S60 2HD.
The C+VG Challenge

Got a couple of records in the highscore tables? Think you’re a bit nifty with a joystick? Then here’s the chance to really prove yourself in the C+VG CHALLENGE!

Every month we’ll be selecting a player to come down on an all-expenses paid trip to the C+VG offices in London to challenge one of the C+VG team - Paul Glancey, Paul Rand or Julian Rignall - on his favourite game. So get practicing - the C+VG team are no slouches when it comes to playing games - and fill out your top scores on the form below. If they’re good enough, your scores will be entered into the C+VG Official UK Highscore Table, and, if you’re really lucky, you could be selected to come down to London to test your mettle against one of the team!

NAME
ADDRESS
TEL NO
GAME
SCORE
GAME
SCORE
GAME
SCORE
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WELCOME TO THE PLEASURE DOME!

What sinister power has forced the Magic Canyon Theme Park to close down? Why does the mere mention of its name send shudders down your spine? What terrible secret drove its former owner mad?

You're the inheritor of this mysterious pleasure dome - only you can find the answer. Step through the creaking turnstile, board the mystery train and experience a fantastic journey through four entirely different zones: Dream Land, Dragon Land, Future Land and Yesterday Land.

With outstanding visual effects, sinister sound and an infernal plot, this is one mystery you'll never forget. Surviving it is an achievement, solving it is the most challenging part of all.

Once you've stepped through the gates, there's no going back.

OUT SOON ON ATARI ST, AMIGA AND PC
Continuing from last month, here are the rest of our special Birthday Issue Numbers - one of which is the big mega-prize of a real Turbo Outrun coin-op! To see if you've won, simply get last month's issue, check your personal number on the front cover and check the codes below using the code cracker below (we thought we'd better reprint it just in case you only kept your cover)

HOW TO CRACK THE CODE

First of all grab a pencil and some paper - and a calculator if you don't think your brain can cope with some simple addition sums. Now, write the following numbers across the top of the paper drawing a line down the page between each one:

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384
32768 65536 131072

Now you've got your Code Cracker! To convert the code number to a proper number, enter the code number underneath it, putting one number in each column like the example below. Then all you've got to do is add together the numbers that have a 1 underneath them and the proper number is revealed! Now you can see whether it matches your personal Megacomp Number.

Still confused? Well, let’s take an example. We're using the first T-shirt number:

You put the code in like this...

Now add up those numbers with 1 under them, so that's 2+16+128+2048+16384+131072

And that equals... er... 149650.

So if you have that number on the front of the magazine, you can claim for your prize by following the steps below. But before we get to that, here are more winning numbers!!

THE NUMBERS

FIRST THE BIG ONE...
101101100001001001
WINS A TURBO OUTRUN COIN-OP

NEXT COMES...
000111100011011110
WINS A PC ENGINE
100111101001111110
WINS A PC ENGINE
111111100100101001
WINS A PC ENGINE
010111101100010011
WINS A PC ENGINE
101111101011111110
WINS A PC ENGINE
Computer Gold

COMPO
ALL THESE WIN US GAMES
101010001000101110
101010011000101110
100000011000101110
100110101000101110
100001101000101110
101001100100101110
100010100100101110
101010110010011101
110010110010101110
100010001110101001
100001000001111001
110000101100101001
100000100011100101
100100100100111011
111011001000100011
100100111010010101
100101011010111110
101101011010110110
100000001001010110
100110101000000001
000000001010000001
010010101001000001
001010101110010001
001011111111011110
011010101100010101
111010101001010110
101010010000010101
100101111111110101
010101010000100001
011100001100000001
001110101000011001
101100110010010001
WOT NO NUMBER??!
If you missed last month's issue, you won't have a number. To get a personal number (or even increase your chances by getting another number!), write a cheque/PO for 1.75 made payable to C+VG and send it to... C+VG SPECIAL BACK ISSUE SERVICE, PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON EC1R 3AU, and we'll send you a copy of last month's issue - complete with number - by return post. You never know, you could win yourself a PC Engine or even a real Turbo Outrun coin-op - after all, there were even more winning numbers printed last month, and they're still valid! What are you waiting for - get going.

HOW TO CLAIM YOUR PRIZE
If you've got a winning number and want to claim your prize, send the ENTIRE MAGAZINE COVER along with your name and address to: C+VG MEGACOMP CLAIMS, C+VG, PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON, EC1R 3AU. Please state which prize you're claiming for - if it's a valuable one, we suggest that you send the cover by recorded delivery. Any incomplete, torn, disfigured or otherwise mutilated numbers will be disqualified from the competition. C+VG accept no responsibility for entries lost or mutilated in the post. The Editor's decision is final, and no correspondence shall be entered into.
VENDETA

Some guys might have expected a little more appreciation after risking their lives in 'Nam, and single-handedly busting a gang of Saigon gunrunners, but not you. All your renegade approach earned you was the loathing of your superiors and a dishonourable discharge to Civvie Street, to face years of scorn from those who thought they knew your past.

So when your scientist brother and his daughter are kidnapped, and his secret energy formula is stolen, the Police reckon your psycho reputation makes you prime suspect. Of course, you know otherwise for the crime has all the hallmarks of... those Saigon gunrunners! The gang leave a ransom message on video stating that only a delivery of money to a location in Central Park in one hour will secure the victims' lives and the formula.

Keen to save your family

How do you get past that guard without being stopped?

Aha! The computer might be worth investigating, if you've got the right software...
skills you quickly thump your way past two of them, then boot down the door of a warehouse stacked with weapons. Searching the room reveals a bag of hand grenades, an AK-47 and some ammo clips, then, thus armed, you begin the hunt for evidence and your brother.

and clear your name you follow the trail of the gang to a dockyard patrolled by machine-gun-toting guards. Muster your unarmed combat and make sure you take the right road!

▲ Stealing the car means getting rid of this guy and his anti-theft device (an AK-47) first.

Every item of vindicating evidence you come across has to be photographed so that it can be shown to the Police. Other items are of more immediate use, such as a car which gets you between the game's five levels via a 3D driving section. The car is armed up with machine guns and rockets to see off hostile helicopters and cars, but you'll also need a map to save you from getting hopelessly lost on the highways. Remember, time is against you, and a wrong turn could spell doom, not just for your brother but for the whole Free World!

UPDATE

Spectrum and Amstrad versions of Vendetta will be on the shelves by April. Like the C64 version, they'll set you back £12.99, and they also come packaged with a Vendetta watch. The 16 bit versions (also complete with watch!) are scheduled for a summer release.

PAUL GLANCEY

GRAPHICS 90%
SOUND 92%
VALUE 93%
PLAYABILITY 92%
OVERALL 93%
Tight marking makes it difficult to create an opening for a scorer.

Don't these basketball players have funny names?

TV SPORTS BASKETBALL

BY CINEMAWARE/MIRRORSOFT

Well, Max, today's game between the Nicks and the Linkers is set to be one of the biggest playoffs of the season. But I think it's a foregone conclusion that the Nicks will be the victors, don't you?"  "Ha ha ha. Why do you say that, Curtis?"  "Well, Max, that's because this is Cinemaware's TV Sports Basketball, you're playing the Linkers and I've given you the duff joystick."  "Ha ha ha. Spin on that, Curtis..."

TV Sports Basketball provides all the thrills of the sport from the commentator's pre-tip-off spiel right to the final klaxon. Play twelve minute and hour-long League and exhibition matches against the computer or a friend, with two players as a team, or even, if you've got a parallel port joystick adaptor, with two teams of two. Choose your teams from the CWBA (Cinemaware Basketball Association) League, then pick the players you want to field from a selection of twelve.

Just as in the sport, the action during the game centres on the two ends of the court, by the basket. In two player mode, both teams have a player under joystick control, and the computer takes control of the others. The defending team are each assigned one of the opposition to mark before the game (or during a time-out), and the attacking team move into positions where they can receive passes or score.

When the ball changes hands, play moves to the other end of the court. The
A The substitution screen. Replace tired players and mark the opposition.

C+VG HIT!

computer controls all of the players while they run across the mid-court, and the play-calling screen above the court display is activated. This allows the team in possession to set up an offensive play, and the defender to choose one opposing player to be marked more closely.

The standard fouling and penalty shot rules apply, and any player incurring three fouls is sent for an early shower.

Irvin goes for a field goal! Will it go in?

The standard fouling and penalty shot rules apply, and any player incurring three fouls is sent for an early shower.

There I was, joystick in hand, brain in neutral, thinking, "Ooh dear, this is a bit over-difficult," when, as if by magic, an instruction manual appeared and explained away my problems! Like TV Sports Football, Basketball is a full simulation of the sport, so to play it successfully you really have to get to grips with the tactics of offensive and defensive plays. To begin with it's best to play either against an equally inept friend or with two small teams to keep things simple, then move on to the full game after you get the hang of things. Once in full control of the team you can set up some blinding attacking plays, and every shot imaginable (lay-ups, pivots, jump and hook shots and, of course, slam-dunks) is depicted with beautifully detailed sprites. Numerous additions to the gameplay such as time-outs, foul-outs, full team-editing and league saving, and even an instant replay (with rewind and fast-forward!) make this the complete Basketball simulation. An absolute must for anyone remotely interested in team sports.

PAUL GLANCEY

GRAPHICS 91%
SOUND 85%
VALUE 90%
PLAYABILITY 91%
OVERALL 91%

UPDATE

As usual, Cinemaware are working on PC, ST and Commodore disk versions of TV Sports Football, though don't expect to see them on the shelves until the summer at the earliest.
ADVENTURE HELPLINE

Do you play computer adventures? Have you ever been faced with a seemingly impossible situation?

WE CAN HELP YOU

Our adventure rescue team works 7 days a week from noon until midnight and will be pleased to answer your queries.

We offer help with any game on any computer, so if you are tearing your hair out ring this number now:—

0898 338 933

Calls charged at 25p per minute, 35p at peak rate.

CONSOLE QUEST

TEL: (0424) 718961

PC ENGINE & PC ENGINE PLUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>£</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC ENGINE - FREE GAME</td>
<td>£195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC ENGINE + TV BOOSTER</td>
<td>£195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC ENGINE CD ROM + INTERFACE UNIT</td>
<td>£260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEGA MEGADRIVE</td>
<td>£195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEGA MEGADRIVE + FREE GAME</td>
<td>£275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NINTENDO GAMEBOY + FREE GAME</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATARI LYNX + FREE GAME</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIGA 500</td>
<td>£399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATARI ST</td>
<td>£399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEGA MEGADRIVE GAMES</td>
<td>FROM £35 TO £50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC ENGINE GAMES</td>
<td>FROM £30 TO £45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLUS A FULL RANGE OF GAMES FOR ATARI ST, AMIGA, IBM & PC COMPATIBLES, SPECTRUM, AMSTRAD AND COMMODORE 64.

WE HAVE MANY GAMES UNDER RRP.

COMPATIBLES:

SPECTRUM AMSTRAD AND COMMODORE 64.

Credit card orders have a 3% surcharge.

Every effort is made to obtain the latest games, but stocks are limited. It is very much, first come, first served!!!

Please ring for very latest details.

All prices include VAT, postage and packing (please add £1.50 per item overseas). Despatch will be quicker than you think.

Credit card orders have a 3% surcharge.

To: CONSOLE QUEST, P.O. BOX 115, HASTINGS, EAST SUSSEX TN34 2TT

I wish to order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TICK</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>MEGA</th>
<th>PCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

I enclose cheque P.O. for £

or charge Access/Visa No. 

Expire date

Name

Signature

Address

Post Code
**520ST-FM SUPER PACK**

1Mb Disk Drive: £450 of Software

Arkanoid II: Imagine: £19.95
Beyond The Ice Palace: Elite: £19.95
Black Lamp: Firebird: £19.95
Buggy Boy: Elite: £19.95
Creeper X: Mastertronic: £9.95
Bat Warriors: Elite: £14.95
Malade Madness: Electronic Arts: £24.95
Quadraluen: Logotron: £19.95
Ranarama: Hewson Concepts: £9.95
Return To Genesis: Firebird: £19.95
Radar: Mebo House: £14.95
Sitar: Sparky: £19.95
Terminator: Electronic Arts: £19.95
Thru: Firebird: £19.95
Thunderdarts: Elite: £9.95
Wings: Ocean: £19.95
Xenon: Melbourne House: £14.95
Zympas: Hewson Consultants: £19.99

**SPORTS SIMULATIONS**

Eddie Edwards Super Ski: Elite: £19.95
Seconds Out: Tysoft: £19.95
Sun: Olympic '88: Tysoft: £19.95

**PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE**

Organiser: Triangle Publishing: £49.95
JOYSTICK

**ATARI 520ST-FM PROFESSIONAL PACK**

The range of Atari ST computers offers something for everyone. From the games enthusiast who wants the challenge of the very best in arcade action, to the businesswoman who wants to make financial forecasts or business predictions. The ST offers high quality graphics, sound and speed for the gamer, whilst providing a fast, user friendly and affordable solution to business. The ST is now firmly established in the home environment and boasts a wealth of users in education, local government, television, and a variety of different businesses. Software for the range stretches to cover applications as diverse as ENTERTAINMENT ACCOUNTS, ART, COMMUNICATIONS, COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, DATABASES, DOCTOR'S PRACTICE, EDUCATION MUSIC, PROGRAMMING, SPREADSHEETS, WORD PROCESSING and more. For a full list of the software available, as well as details of the ST range, complete and return the coupon below.

Before you decide which to buy, first read this Atari ST guide. Each computer comes with a TV Monitor and a colour monitor. The 520ST-FM comes with a mono monitor and the 1040ST-F comes with a built-in 1 Mb disk drive. In addition, the 1040ST-F now comes with a TV monitor built-in (The previously available 1040ST-F was designed to be plugged directly into any domestic TV set), and can come with a floppy and a hard disk for the ultimate in compatibility and performance. This Professional Pack software will enable you to get straight down to business with your new computer. In addition to this software (worth £384.83), if you buy the Professional Pack from Silica Shop, you will also receive the Silica ST Starter Kit (worth over £200), Free Of Charge. Return the coupon for further details.

**520ST-FM EXPLORER PACK**

WITH BUILT-IN 1Mb DISK DRIVE

The value for money offered by the Atari ST range is reflected in the Explorer Pack. Featuring the 520ST-FM computer, the Explorer Pack comes with a built-in 1 Mb double sided disk drive as well as a free mouse controller and a built-in TV modulator. The new 520ST-FM Explorer Pack includes the 520ST-FM computer, the built-in TV modulator, a colour monitor plus four home users in education, local government, television and a variety of different businesses. Software for the range stretches to cover applications as diverse as ENTERTAINMENT ACCOUNTS, ART, COMMUNICATIONS, COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, DATABASES, DOCTOR'S PRACTICE, EDUCATION MUSIC, PROGRAMMING, SPREADSHEETS, WORD PROCESSING and more. For a full list of the software available, as well as details of the ST range, complete and return the coupon below.

The ST Computers are styled as a lightweight keyboard with a separate CPU connected by a coded telephone line cable. There are two versions of the ST computer available: the 520ST-FM which comes with a TV monitor built-in, and the 1040ST-F which comes with a TV monitor built-in and a colour monitor. Both versions have a built-in double sided disk drive built-in to the CPU unit. The MEGA ST's do not come with a monitor built-in and must therefore be used with a monitor. With every MEGA ST purchased, we will add the Professional Pack software (worth £384.83) for free! With every MEGA ST purchased, we will add the Professional Pack software (worth £384.83) for free! With every MEGA ST purchased, we will add the Professional Pack software (worth £384.83) for free!
Many Years Ago, An Orodrid Died.

In a mysterious parallel dimension somewhere beyond the understanding of mere humans lies the mystical land of Orodrid, built inside the bones of an ancient skeleton. Sounds weird? Even weirder are the secrets of the Taimit, the focus of Orodrid culture. Anyone who can gather enough crystals from its underground mazes has the power to create his own crystal stallion, sit on the Council of Orodrid and become a knight.

KNIGHTS OF THE CRYSTALLION

BY US GOLD
The galloping Crystallion.

you set prices for your own produce and get supplies for your family. The Tocannon's where the psychic training comes in. It's a sort of memory game: you pick pairs from a set of face-down cards. There's just one snag - every time you win it gets a lot harder.

The crystals themselves are hidden in the four veils of the Tsimit. A veil is basically a maze infested by dragons and monsters, and you've got to fight your way through. If you get hit too many times you may have to go back to the Proda, where you can recharge your energy suit. Reach the end of a veil and the Tsimit challenges you to a bout of Bosu, a tough little board-game which takes more than a few little grey cells to beat. Finish them all and you get to sit on the Council, but if the seat doesn't carry the status appropriate to your ambition, try again next time.

is essential if they're to survive the winter.

AMIGA
£29.99

Knights of the Crystallion is weird. All the different sub-games make it unlike any other program you're ever likely to see and that's one reason why it's so much fun. The Bosu board-game and the Tocannon card-game are like two addictive budget games in their own right - combined with the other sections it all adds up to some pretty gripping stuff. The only slightly disappointing aspect is the maze section - it can get a bit repetitive just wandering around so making a map is essential. The graphics create a suitably mystical atmosphere but the most striking thing about Knights Of The Crystallion is the combination of music and sound effects: a unique Middle-Easternish soundtrack is randomly generated for every game. If you're looking for state-of-the-art original Amiga software, this is the place to start.

GORDON HOUGHTON

GRAPHICS 85%
SOUND 95%
VALUE 79%
PLAYABILITY 83%
OVERALL 85%
### SUNCOMP

**Address:**
39 Edmunds Road, Cranwell Village
Steaford, Lincs. NG34 8EL

**Phone:**
0400 62046

---

### SUPERVISION ELECTRONICS

#### SEGA

**Nintendo**

- Atari Lynx (incl. 1 game)
  - £20
- PC Engine Super Grafx Scart (incl. 1 game)
  - £270
- PC Engine Super Grafx PAL (incl. 1 game)
  - £330
- Sega Megadrive PAL (incl. 1 game)
  - £195
- Sega Megadrive Scart (incl. 1 game)
  - £185
- PC Engine PAL (incl. 2 games)
  - £159
- PC Engine Scart (incl. 2 games)
  - £149
- CD-ROM Unil (incl. 2 games)
  - £350

**RAVEN GAMES LONDON**

66 Durham Road, Bromley, Kent BR2 0SW
Tel: 01-464 2933
Ring now for latest releases

---

### STAR SOFTWARE

**Address:**
29A Bell Street, Reigate, Surrey RH2 7AD
Tel: 0737-223869  Fax: 0737 246733

---

### SEGA MEGA DRIVE

**ATARI LYNX PC Engine II GAMEBOY**

**SUPER GRAFX**

PC ENGINE JAPANESE MAGAZINES AVAILABLE

Personal callers welcome (7 days a week)
S.A.E for Full Price List

GUARANTEED FAST DELIVERY

---

### DEPT. C&VG

**Address:**
13 MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM NG1 3FB
Tel: 0602 475151 Fax: 0602 475350

---

### SUPER OFFERS

- **8 BIT FULL PRICE**
  - C.A.R. £5.00
  - ACTION PRINCE £5.00
  - ACTION PRINCE II £5.00
  - AFTER BURNER £5.00
  - AMIGA MANIA £5.00
  - BEACH VOLLEY £5.00
  - BLENDIN' TWIN £5.00
  - BOARDWALK PLEASER £5.00
  - BLOOD MESS £5.00
  - BLOOD SHOCK £5.00
  - CAR PARK CODE £5.00
  - CAR RACE £5.00
  - COMMODORE CRUX £5.00
  - THE LAST PATROL £5.00
  - LAST MOON £5.00
  - LAST SUPPER £5.00
  - THE STREET-KIDS £5.00

- **16 BIT FULL PRICE**
  - C.A.R. £14.95
  - ACTION PRINCE £14.95
  - ACTION PRINCE II £14.95
  - AFTER BURNER £14.95
  - AMIGA MANIA £14.95
  - BEACH VOLLEY £14.95
  - BLENDIN' TWIN £14.95
  - BOARDWALK PLEASER £14.95
  - BLOOD MESS £14.95
  - BLOOD SHOCK £14.95
  - CAR PARK CODE £14.95
  - CAR RACE £14.95
  - COMMODORE CRUX £14.95
  - THE LAST PATROL £14.95
  - LAST MOON £14.95
  - LAST SUPPER £14.95

---

### NEW RELEASES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEW 8 BIT</th>
<th>NEW 16 BIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAINBOW ISLAND</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELL ME THE PLAY</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK TIDE</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONOPOLY</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEART OF THE EARTH</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACE Aces</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KICK-OFF</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRESCENDO</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACK ROYAL DOG</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTINENTAL</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LOST PATROL</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHASING THE RAIN</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### SPECIAL OFFERS

- **8 BIT DISC**
  - £11.99
  - £11.99
  - £11.99

- **16 BIT DISC**
  - £11.99
  - £11.99
  - £11.99

---

### SUPERVISION ELECTRONICS

**DEPT. C&VG**
39 Edmunds Road, Cranwell Village
Steaford, Lincs. NG34 8EL
Phone 0400 62046

---

### STAR SOFTWARE

29A Bell Street, Reigate, Surrey RH2 7AD
Tel: 0737-223869  Fax: 0737 246733
FREE TENSTAR PACK WORTH OVER £229!

FREE! - AMEGAS by Players
FREE! - INSANITY FIGHT by Microdeal
FREE! - ART OF CHESS by SPA
FREE! - MERCENARY COMP by Novagen
FREE! - BARBARIAN, ULT WARRIOR by Palace
FREE! - TERRORPODS by Psygnosis
FREE! - BUGGY BOY by Elite
FREE! - THUNDERCATS by Elite
FREE! - IKARI WARRIORS by Elite
FREE! - WIZBALL by Ocean

WHY SILICA SHOP?

- Free Newsletters: Mailed directly to your home as soon as we print them, featuring offers and latest releases.
- Free Overnight Delivery: On all hardware orders shipped to Silica Shop customers within the UK mainland.
- Price Match Promise: We will normally match our competitors offers on a same product same price basis.
- Free Technical Helpline: Full time team of Amiga technical experts to help you with your technical queries.
- Don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon below for our latest Amiga literature and begin to experience the Silica Shop specialist Amiga service.

PHOTON PAINT PACK

A500 Computer £399.99
TV Modulator £24.99
Photon Paint £69.95
TenStar Pack £229.50
Total RRP: £724.43
Less Discount: £325.43
Pack Price £399

1084S MONITOR PACK

A500 Computer £399.99
1084S Colour Monitor £299.99
Photon Paint £69.95
TenStar Pack £229.50
Total RRP: £999.43
Less Discount: £504.43
Pack Price £495

FREE FROM SILICA

- Photocopy our home computer catalogues without charge.
- The full range of Amiga related peripherals, accessories, books and software in the UK.
- After Sales Support: The staff at Silica Shop are dedicated to help you get the best from your Amiga.
- Price Match Promise: We will normally match our competitors offers on a same product same price basis.
- Free Technical Helpline: Full time team of Amiga technical experts to help you with your technical queries.
- Don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon below for our latest Amiga literature and begin to experience the Silica Shop specialist Amiga service.

FREE TENSTAR PACK

When you buy your Amiga 500 from Silica Shop, you will not only get a high power value for money computer, we also give you some spectacular free gifts. First of all, we are now including a TV modulator with every A500 stand alone keyboad so you can plug your Amiga straight into your TV at home (the modulator is not included with the A500/TENSTAR pack as it is not required for use with monitors). Secondly, we have added a free copy of Photon Paint, an advanced graphics package with an RRP of £100. Lastly (and by no means least), so that you can be up and running straight away we are giving away the sensational TENSTAR GAMES PACK with every A500 purchased at Silica Shop. This pack features ten top Amiga titles which have a combined RRP of nearly £230. Return the coupon for details.

DO YOU OWN AN AMIGA?

If you already own an Amiga computer and would like to be registered on our mailing list as an Amiga user, let us know. We will be pleased to send you copies of our price lists and supplements FREE OF CHARGE as they become available. Complete the coupon and return it to our Silicap branch and begin experiencing a specialist Amiga service that is second to none.

SILICA SHOP:

SIDCUP (& Mail Order) 01-369 1111
14 The Mews, Hattingley Road, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX
Open: Mon-Sat 9am - 6pm  Late Night: Friday 5pm - 7pm

LONDON 01-680 4000
14 Tottenham Court Road, London W1R 2EA
Open: Mon-Sat 9am - 6pm  Late Night: Friday 2pm - 4pm

LONDON 01-892 1234 ext. 3914
Sidney Street, Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB
Open: Mon-Sat 9am - 6pm  Late Night: Thursday 9pm - 4am

£469.95
£399.95
Includes Free UK Delivery

£139
£94
£229.50
£399
£229.50
£724.43
£229.50
£229.50
£1084S Colour Monitor, £999.43
£69.95
£325.43
£399
£299.99
£69.95
£229.50
£724.43
£325.43
£399

£399
£24.99
£69.95
£229.50
£999.43
£325.43
£399

TOTAL RRP: £229.50

The Amiga 500 is one of a new breed of technologically advanced computers which are now emerging as the new standard for home computing. Based around the new Motorola 68000 chip, the A500 has 512K RAM and a 1Mbyte double sided disk drive built-in. It can be connected directly to a wide range of monitors, or to a domestic TV set through a TV modulator. Designed with the user in mind, the A500 features a user friendly WIMP environment and comes supplied with a free mouse. And, when you buy your Amiga from Silica Shop, the UK’s No1 Amiga specialists, you will experience an after sales service that is second to none, including a technical support helpline and free newsletters and price lists. Return the coupon below for our current information pack, which will give details of the Silica service and the very latest Silica Amiga offers.

FREE NEWSLETTERS: We are mailing a quarterly Amiga literature pack, which will give details of the full stock range, to all our registered Amiga users. If you are an Amiga owner and would like to receive these, please complete and return the coupon below for our current information pack, which will give details of the Silica service and the very latest Silica Amiga offers.

PLEASE SEND ME FREE LITERATURE ON THE AMIGA

Mr/Mrs/Ms: Initials: Surname:
Address:

Do you already own a computer?
If so, which one do you own?

Postcode:
Cockroaches from beyond Sirius! The newspaper headlines read like ads for Hollywood's latest trash SF holo-movie, but the threat of mankind's destruction is far from amusing. Earth's governments have set up the Warhead Project to recruit and train pilots to defend the solar system from encroaching swarms of insectoid starfighters.

And so here you are, suited up and strapped into the acceleration couch of your FOE-57 attack ship, waiting for the launch order from Solbase. The first missions are educational, instructing you in docking and other basic flight skills and it's only after those are successfully mastered that you're sent on combat and reconnaissance duty.

Here we are in the Tau Ceti system. Set course for Niven!

...And shooting him just makes him MAD!!
After receiving mission orders, the FOE-57 is automatically armed for that mission. You then launch from Solbase, select your destination planet or star on the navigation computer’s chart, and engage the Quadspace engines to flip the ship across the void. The FOE-57’s armament depends on the mission, but normally its main weapons are a set of Stinger homing missiles, and better weapons become available as the game progresses. For reconnaissance missions, the ship is armed with data gathering probe missiles which transmit information back to the ship’s computer for reference.

Other space travellers are a further source of information, and their transmissions seem to suggest that there is an even greater menace roaming the galaxy than the Roaches...

UPDATE
Work on ST and PC Warhead is already proceeding at warp speed, and they are scheduled to dock with your local software station by mid April. No 8 bit versions are planned.

Other space travellers are a further source of information, and their transmissions seem to suggest that there is an even greater menace roaming the galaxy than the Roaches...

Smart title screen, pig-ugly spaceship, though.

On final approach for Solbase.
The end of level one, where three nasty bombers come out to play!

SCRAMBLE SPIRITS

Five levels of blasting action await the budding pilot in Scramble Spirits, where the task is to remove the threat posed by enemy squadrons by, well, blowing them up.

Starting with only a measly gatling gun and unlimited bombs, drone planes can be collected along the vertically scrolling route which attach themselves to your aircraft and can be used either as extra firepower or smart bombs.

If you manage to reach the end of a stage, a large battle station lies in wait (sometimes guarded by heavy shielding which your fighter first has to disarm). Destroying this craft allows the pilot to land, refuel, resupply and carry on to the next level. After every other stage (there are five in all) is a bonus level; here, you have to fly up the screen and blow up the enemy craft which are displayed as expanded sprites. Killing them all earns a hefty points bonus, while being shot down gives you nought.

A simple game which works best on this machine, but even so there are much better scrolling shooters available.

Apart from a drop in sound quality, there are no differences between this and the Amiga version. The same bland, tiresome game rears its unattractive head.

The Scramble Spirits coin-op isn't the best shoot 'em up in the world, so it's no surprise to find that the computer conversion isn't exactly a rip-roarin' bundle of fun either. The presentation is fine, although I thought the blown-up sprites on the bonus stage were sloppy. The music is tuneful, but doesn't fit the game - how would you like to be flying into almost certain destruction with a tune similar to the theme from the "Love Boat" (a crappy 70's American TV show) blasting into your ears? Then there's the game itself. Not only has it all been seen before, it isn't particularly brilliant, either. I just sat there, mindlessly blasting away, and by the time I came out of a daydream I found that I'd reached the end of level three! If you want a good vertical scroller with loads of killing to be done, check out Xenon II instead.

Amiga €24.99

UPDATE

Amstrad and C64 versions are available soon - expect them to be marginally better than the Spectrum version.

SPEC

£9.99

A simple game which works best on this machine, but even so there are much better scrolling shooters available.

OVERALL 57%

ST

£19.99

Apart from a drop in sound quality, there are no differences between this and the Amiga version. The same bland, tiresome game rears its unattractive head.

OVERALL 52%

PAUL RAND

GRAPHICS 71%
SOUND 58%
VALUE 47%
PLAYABILITY 54%
OVERALL 53%

The bonus game.
IN THE FIGHT FOR FREEDOM THERE IS JUST ONE RULE...

CRACK DOWN

...THERE ARE NO RULES!

SEGA

© 1989, 1990 SEGA ENTERPRISES LTD. All rights reserved.

U.S. GOLD

U.S. Gold Ltd, Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX. Tel: 021 625 3388.
During a routine trading mission in the Far Arm, the crew of the Princess Blue came across a single-seater freighter, emitting a distress signal. Donning his EVA suit, one of the party, a rookie merchant-marine, floated from the Princess’ airlock toward the smaller vessel.

Inside, all was silent, but there were no signs of damage, and as he flicked the power switch on the main console the craft came alive. After deactivating the distress system the marine prepared to make his way back to the Princess Blue when a vast explosion rocked the Jolly Roger, hurling him to the deck with such force that he blacked out. Regaining consciousness a moment later, his eyes widened as he looked through the ship’s forward viewing plate. The Princess Blue was nothing but a cloud of glittering metallic shards, hanging in the emptiness of space.
Space Rogue is a space trading game set in the eight systems of the Far Arm Cluster which are your marketplace as well as your battleground. As well as piloting the Jolly Roger through the void, the quest entails docking at space stations and starbases where you can explore buildings, interacting with the inhabitants to trade, repair any damage to the ship, glean information from battle-scarred veterans, get drunk at the bar or even play the latest video game!

There's a host of alien craft out there - some friendly, others not so hospitable - and it's up to you to figure out exactly whose side they're on. And with only a paltry laser cannon to defend yourself at the outset of your mission, your judgement had better be right first time!

Activating the tracker on the console, his fears were confirmed; his party - the captain of which was his own father - had been the tragic victims of a Manchi raiding mission. One thought filled his mind - retribution. Opening the throttle of the Jolly Roger, the lone avenger forged silently through space...

UPDATE
Origin have programmed versions of Space Rogue for the ST, Amiga and C64, and they should be available from good software stores throughout the galaxy as you read this.

PAUL RAND

GRAPHICS 94%
SOUND 79%
VALUE 96%
PLAYABILITY 97%
OVERALL 96%
Voted “Game of the year.” The world’s No. 1 arcade game. “Super-smooth scrolling and excellent graphics … Without doubt this is a first class shoot ’em up.” A CRASH SMASH

“Well done! ... Without doubt this is a first class shoot ’em up.” A CRASH SMASH

“Definitely the coin-op of the year… Buy Operation Wolf, it’s a brilliant conversion.” C + VG GAME OF THE MONTH

“An incredible-looking game. The graphics are absolutely superb, with amazing sprite animation and visual effects.”

“A sure winner with the official conversion to the home computer.” COMPUTER GAMER

“A very enjoyable and addictive game … The best conversion I have seen on the Amstrad.” AMSTRAD ACTION

“There is more than enough action in this one to keep you coming back for more.” ACE

“the Real Ghostbusters offers great two player action.” DRAGON NINJA

“Great music, and I appreciate the opportunity to meet Mr. Slimer in person.” DRAGON NINJA

“Brilliant tune and decent spot effects.” AMSTRAD ACTION

“the creatures are very well defined and animated … as near to cartoon graphics as you can get on the Spectrum.” AMSTRAD ACTION

“The Real Ghostbusters offers great two player action.” DRAGON NINJA

“Great music, and I appreciate the opportunity to meet Mr. Slimer in person.” DRAGON NINJA

“Brilliant tune and decent spot effects.” AMSTRAD ACTION

“the creatures are very well defined and animated … as near to cartoon graphics as you can get on the Spectrum.” AMSTRAD ACTION
The charts are always full of surprises, but we certainly didn’t expect Chase HQ to be knocked off the top so quickly - and by Paperboy, yet! The popularity of Fantasy World Dizzy with Spectrum and Amstrad owners shoves it right up the chart, so don’t be surprised if it rises even higher by next month. The Ghostbusters/Batmania didn’t last long as long as expected, and one wonders (doesn’t one?) whether they’ll match Robocop for stamina (almost 18 months in the top ten and still going strong! Blimey!)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>This Month</th>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>SPEC</th>
<th>C64</th>
<th>AMS</th>
<th>AMI</th>
<th>ST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PAPERBOY</td>
<td>ENCORE</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CHASE HQ</td>
<td>OCEAN</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FANTASY DIZZY</td>
<td>CODE MSTRS</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TURBO OUTRUN</td>
<td>US GOLD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>BUGGY BOY</td>
<td>ENCORE</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GHOSTBUSTERS II</td>
<td>ACTIVISION</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BATMAN</td>
<td>OCEAN</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>GAZZA’S SOCCER</td>
<td>EMPIRE</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ROBOCOP</td>
<td>OCEAN</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GHOULS/GOHOSTS</td>
<td>US GOLD</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>IK+</td>
<td>HIT SQUAD</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>T I DIZZY</td>
<td>CODE MSTRS</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>GHOSTS/GOBLINS</td>
<td>ENCORE</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>COMBAT SCHOOL</td>
<td>HIT SQUAD</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>OP THUNDERBOLT</td>
<td>OCEAN</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>BEARDSLEY’S FB</td>
<td>PREMIER</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>FBALLER/YEAR II</td>
<td>GREMLIN</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>UNTOUCHABLES</td>
<td>OCEAN</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>SPACE HARRIERS</td>
<td>ENCORE</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>HARD DRIVIN’</td>
<td>DOMARK</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**AMIGA TOP 20**

1. Bomber - Activision (89%)
2. Op Thunderbolt - Ocean (89%)
3. Chase HQ - Ocean (93%)
4. Advanced Ski Sim - Code Mstrs (66%)
5. Shadow of t’ Beast - Imageworks (93%)
6. Interphase - Ocean (89%)
7. Untouchables - Anco (84%)
8. Kick Off - Domark (91%)
9. Hard Drivin' - US Gold (80%)
10. Turbo Out Run - E I (85%)
11. Ghostbusters II - Delphine (82%)
12. Space Ace - Code Mstrs (77%)
13. Power Drift - EA (94%)
14. Future Wars - Chase HQ (85%)
15. T I Dizzy - Ocean (96%)
16. Populous - Microstyle (93%)
17. Kick Off Extra Time - Anco (85%)
18. Batman - Ocean (96%)
19. Stunt Car Racer - Microstyle (93%)
20. Gazza’s Soccer - Empire (55%)

**PG’S TIP FOR THE TOP**

**MIDWINTER:** Enthralling action adventure with loads to do and see. Sure to be a hit for Microprose.

**PG’S TIP FOR THE TOP**

**VENDETTA:** Terrific blend of Last Ninja, Commando and Chase HQ makes for a great game. Check out the review on page 38 for all the gen.
A Midwinter should glide to the top of the chart by next month. It's no surprise to see Dungeon Master's long-awaited follow-up, Chaos Strikes Back at number two, but just to prove that wonders never cease, Bomber tops the ST chart as well as the Amiga one! Not only that, there're no Ocean games in the top four! Gasp!

PG’S TIP FOR THE TOP
MIDWINTER: Stunning graphics and true-to-life gameplay make this one of the very best ST titles of recent months.

**ATARI ST TOP 20**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bomber</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chaos Strikes Back</td>
<td>Mirrorsoft</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gazza’s Soccer</td>
<td>Empire</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ghostbusters II</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Chase HQ</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Advanced Ski Sim</td>
<td>Code Mstrs</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ghous &amp; Ghosts</td>
<td>US Gold</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Footballer/Year2</td>
<td>Gremlin</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Kick Off Extra Time</td>
<td>Anco</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Kick Off</td>
<td>Anco</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Batman</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>TV Sports Football</td>
<td>Mirrorsoft</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ninja Warriors</td>
<td>Virgin</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Robocop</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Hard Drivin’</td>
<td>Domark</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Turbo Outrun</td>
<td>US Gold</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Microprose Soccer</td>
<td>Microprose</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>T I Dizzy</td>
<td>Code Mstrs</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Falcon</td>
<td>Mirrorsoft</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Future Wars</td>
<td>Delphine</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECTRUM TOP 20**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fantasy W Dizzy</td>
<td>Code Mstrs</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Paperboy</td>
<td>Encore</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chase HQ</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>T I Dizzy</td>
<td>Code Mstrs</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ghosts &amp; Goblins</td>
<td>Encore</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Turbo Outrun</td>
<td>US Gold</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Buggy Boy</td>
<td>Encore</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Short Circuit</td>
<td>Hit Squad</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Beardsley’s Fball</td>
<td>Premier</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Batman</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ghostbusters II</td>
<td>Activation</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Gazza’s Soccer</td>
<td>Empire</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Robocop</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ghostbusters</td>
<td>Mastertron</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Renegade</td>
<td>Hit Squad</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Four Soccer Sims</td>
<td>Code Mstrs</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Space Harrier</td>
<td>Encore</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ghous &amp; Ghosts</td>
<td>US Gold</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Hard Drivin’</td>
<td>Domark</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Op Thunderbolt</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PG’S TIP FOR THE TOP
BOULDER DASH 4: Cracking the Dizzy phenomenon is going to be tough, but this fab budget puzzle game could be the one to do it.

**THE C+VG CHARTS**

59
## AMSTRAD TOP 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fantasy Dizzy</td>
<td>Code Mstrs</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Paperboy</td>
<td>Encore</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chase HQ</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Buggy Boy</td>
<td>Encore</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Batman</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IK+</td>
<td>Hit Squad</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Combat School</td>
<td>Hit Squad</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ghostbusters II</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Footballer/Year 2</td>
<td>Gremlin</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pub Trivia</td>
<td>Code Mstrs</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Op Thunderbolt</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Turbo Outrun</td>
<td>US Gold</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Robocop</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Gazza’s Soccer</td>
<td>Empire</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Ghouls &amp; Ghosts</td>
<td>US Gold</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Crazy Cars</td>
<td>Hit Squad</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Miami Vice</td>
<td>Hit Squad</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Four Soccer Sims</td>
<td>Code Mstrs</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Hard Drivin’</td>
<td>Domark</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Pro Mountain Bike</td>
<td>Code Mstrs</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PC ENGINE CHART

- **Gunhed**: 96%
- **PC Kid**: 95%
- **Volfied**: 93%
- **Tiger Heli**: 92%
- **R-Type I & II**: 90%

## PC ENGINE CHART

- **Golden Axe**: 96%
- **Super Shinobi**: 95%
- **Super Hang-On**: 94%
- **Ghouls ‘n’ Ghosts**: 94%
- **Tatsujin**: 92%

### MEGADRIVE CHART

Once again, these are our own five (well, ok, six) favourite games on the Engine. As far as we’re concerned Gunhed is still unsurpassed as far as shoot ‘em ups go, which would explain why it’s selling faster than anyone can import it!

- **Gunhed**: 96%
- **PC Kid**: 95%
- **Volfied**: 93%
- **Tiger Heli**: 92%
- **R-Type I & II**: 90%

No-one produces a chart for the Megadrive yet, so these are the C+VG team’s favourite five Sega games of the moment. As you can see, beat ‘em ups are tops in our office, but Ghouls ‘n’ Ghosts is still very much a favourite of the tougher, shoot ‘em up fans (like Andrea).
sensational new 3D Action Adventure from Incentive, in spectacular Super Freescape™

Incentive, the award-winning team behind the massive hits DRILLER, DARK SIDE, and TOTAL ECLIPSE have done it again! CASTLE MASTER is the result of years of work on their highly advanced Animated Solid 3D development system. It will catapult you into a world of fantasy.

Use your eyes and ears to discover solutions to the brain-twisting puzzles. Secret rooms, twisting corridors and hidden traps, all in superb SOLID 3D make Castle Master the most atmospheric Action Adventure you’ll ever play.

Enter ‘Castle Eternity’ if you dare! You could be there forever.

Available on: Atari ST, Amiga, IBM PC 3.5 & 5,25, Commodore 64 (cassette, disk) Amstrad (cassette, disk) Spectrum +3, Spectrum 48/128

Roll of Honour

Incentive’s past awards include

- Crash Readers’ Awards
  - Best Graphics
  - Most Imaginative Game
  - Best Overall Game

- C & VG Golden Joystick Award

- Commodore Computing International Oskar

- Amstrad 100% Prix De L’Innovation

- Computer Industry Award – 8 Bit Programmers of the Year
SPY VS SPY
HI-TEC
The first release on this new budget label sees MAD Magazine's Black and White spies battling it out against one another in the hunt for a set of secret documents in an abandoned office building. Each spy has a selection of booby trap devices such as bombs, ropes and springs with which to stop the opposing agent from collecting all of the required items (plans, passport, travellers' cheques and the ignition key for the waiting plane) before you do. All this against a strict time limit which decreases each time you're nabbed by the enemy.

What we have in Spy Vs Spy is a simple idea but a very addictive game. Split screen arcade adventures usually can't fail, and this is no exception - especially in two-player mode. Things get very hectic after a while and when the two spies are in the same room, the screens merge to become a slapstick beat 'em up with clubs - great fun.

SPECTRUM £2.99

C64 £2.99

AMSTRAD £2.99

Fast and furious sabotage antics which CPC owners can't afford to miss.

OVERALL 88%

SPY VS SPY II - THE ISLAND CAPER
HI-TEC
The two MAD spies are back, and they've crashed onto a sub-tropical island - quite handy really, for the top-secret XJ.4.5 missile is hidden there somewhere, broken up into three parts. The objective is to recover all the pieces, then rush to the waiting submarine before the other spy does exactly the same. Again, there's a time limit to work to - run out of seconds and the volcano at the middle of the island erupts, destroying everything and everyone in the vicinity.

The Island Caper not only maintains the standard of the original Spy game, but actually improves on it. Graphics are very atmospheric, with lots of different areas on the island including jungles and swampland (watch out for the quicksand!). There's a whole new range of tools and traps to use, including coconut bombs and a spade with which to dig pits, and the same urgency is present in the gameplay as was in the prequel.

C64 £2.99

A marvellous game which takes the formula of the original and twists it to make a highly enjoyable and fun-packed one or two-player game. An island caper not to miss out on.

OVERALL 93%
IKARI WARRIORS ENCORE

General Bonn has been kidnapped by jungle guerrillas and it’s up to you (and a chum) to rescue him in this conversion of SNK’s Commando-clone. One or two Rambo lookalikes storm up the vertically-scrolling screen, dealing death and destruction to the oncoming hordes. Those careless guerrillas have left a few unguarded tanks lying around, and the boys can jump in and feel quite safe for a while - until the fuel level drops to critical, that is! Pick up extra petrol, bullets and grenades as you go, and try not to lose any of your lives if you want any chance of reaching the General.

This is a brilliant conversion of the coin-op, across the board, and considering that it reached number one when first released £2.99 is a small price to pay for such a good game. Graphics are scaled down yet effective, and sound is tip-top too; the 64’s tune is a corker! If you enjoyed the coin-op, or simply crave for a spot of no-holds-barred killing, Ikari is the one for you!

GUARDIAN II

HI-TEC

Climb aboard your Mk II fighter craft and stop the Mutants from killing the last few remaining humans left on Earth by blowing them to kingdom come as soon as you see them. If a Mutant manages to pick up a human and carry him off the top of the screen that man is lost and things become even tougher, with more aliens around to capture less people. A wraparound radar at the top of the screen plots the position of your ship and the enemy craft, and once all baddies are destroyed you move to the next, harder level.

Guardian II is a fast and furious clone of the ancient Williams coin-op, Stargate (sequel to Defender), possessing all the qualities which give fans of such “Classic” shoot ‘em ups the screaming ad-dabs. The sprites are small but whizz around the screen very quickly, and playability is first-class; in other words, if blasting is your bag, rake together those pennies and purchase immediately!

The C64 version plays brilliantly.

FIGHTING WARRIOR

MASTERTRONIC

The unofficial follow-up to the Exploding Fist series casts the player as an Egyptian hero, out to rescue the Princess from the clutches of an evil demon. Hike across the hot desert sands, knocking seven bells out of the mythological monsters which have been sent to stop you in your tracks, then enter the demon’s pyramid and do exactly the same until you eventually reach the big baddy himself. Kick him in the love of the fair maiden is yours!

As a beat ‘em up, Fighting Warrior isn’t really much cop. The combat moves are limited, and the various opponents you come up against aren’t that difficult to overcome. Graphics are well drawn and animated, but the backdrops are a bit bare. There are better beat ‘em ups than Fighting Warrior on the market at the same price.

Warrior isn’t really much cop. The combat moves are limited, and the various opponents you come up against aren’t that difficult to overcome. Graphics are well drawn and animated, but the backdrops are a bit bare. There are better beat ‘em ups than Fighting Warrior on the market at the same price.
CRICKET CAPTAIN
HI-TEC
All the fun of the cricket ground - and not a South African protest in sight! That's because Cricket Captain is a management sim based on the Refuge Assurance League - cricket's version of the Football League. The goal is to get to the top of the table by the end of the season, using both management skills and your prowess as team captain.

Choose your options from a menu of ten providing team information, fixtures lists, etc, etc. A match can be one of two types: a Friendly, where two teams get together for a sporting knockabout or a League Match where the stakes are high and the price of defeat is the loss of valuable points.

While Cricket Captain isn't the best computer cricket game in the world, it certainly gives the majority a run for their money. The management side of things works well and, although on-screen matches are poorly displayed, they don't hurt the overall game too much. If you can't wait for the start of the cricket season, Cricket Captain is a cheap and cheerful way to tide you over.

BOULDER-DASH IV
HI-TEC
Rockford is back on budget, only this time it's a different label and now you can create your own caves for him to solve!

To anyone who doesn't know, Rockford the Rock Mite's one aim in life is to rush around underground caverns, picking up the diamonds that he finds. Of course, things are complicated by tumbling boulders, exploding fireflies and amoebae which grow into any available space. Sixteen caves are ready and waiting to be conquered, but should you tire of these there's a construction kit included in the package which lets you become a cave-architect, designing all manner of subterranean terrors.

The Boulderdash games were always maddeningly addictive, and the inclusion of a cave editor prolongs the life of this one even further. The graphics aren't spectacular, but they more than serve their purpose and anyway, you'll be busy enough trying to pinch diamonds and stay in one piece to be bothered about what everything looks like. For a title of this calibre, £2.99 is a small price to pay.

OVERALL 63%

BOULDER-DASH IV

AMSTRAD
£2.99

An amazingly good game which, despite its age, remains as challenging and addictive as it was when first released. The addition of the construction kit makes it well worth the wonga.

OVERALL 90%
BEYOND THE ICE PALACE

There's a land to the north, just beyond the Ice Palace, and it's really nice and everyone lives in peace and harmony. Ahhh. Unfortunately, between here and there dwell some of the nastiest, most horrible creatures ever to walk the Earth. Oooh. The only way of bringing some sort of balance between the two is to send someone out to give the monsters a good seeing-to. And with the help of your magic weapon and a friendly silvan smart-bomb spirit, that's what you have to do.

Beyond the Ice Palace is honest-to-goodness arcade adventuring fare, with appealing graphics (although colour-clash rears its ugly head), so-so sound and mildly addictive bounce-and-blast gameplay. There's a fair amount of death-dealing to do, and some of the baddies are well hard so even though you get nine lives, you should find the going sufficiently tough.

MOUNTAIN BIKE RACER

Mountain bikes are all the rage at the moment, and here's the first game based on this form of trendy transport. Ride and jump over ramps 'n' rocks but make sure you don't smash your front wheel against a wall! At the end of each level is a rad cycling add-ons shop which stocks super-wide wheels, chains and extra time. Just when I thought I'd seen the last of the Kikstart clones, along comes this one, which, frankly, is nowhere near as good as the original. It looks okay (although your mount looks nothing like a mountain bike) but the problem lies in the fact that the joystick controls don't correspond to the actions which are being taken - for instance, up and down for speed? Right to pull a wheelie? Hmmm, I don't think so...

...But not in this game!
WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE
1 BRIDGE STREET
GALASHIELS
TD1 1SW

WORLDWIDE
SOFTWARE
106A CHILWELL ROAD, BEESTON
NOTTINGHAM
NG91ES

CREDIT CARD ORDER
TELEPHONE LINES
South, Midlands
Overseas
North, Scotland
Wales
Nottingham
N. Ireland

0602 2625113
225398
0896 57004

24 hrs

SEGAMEGADRIVE PAL (for any British TV)
(Including 1 game) £179.90
Sega Megadrive Scart (incl.1 game) £169.00
Nintendo Gameboy £79.90
Sega Megadrive (incl. 2 games) £198.00
Gameboy (incl. Tetris and
PC Engine Scart (incl. 2 games) £179.90
2 player lead) £219.00
Joystick XE 1 ST £19.90
Atari Lynx (incl. Cal games) £199.00
CD-REM Unit (incl. Fighting Str) £325.00

PC ENGINE 2 AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

PC Engine Software

- Drivin Master £15.90
- Wonderboy £15.90
- Tale of the Monsterpath £15.90
- Chan and Chan £15.90
- Galaga II £19.90
- Dragon Spirit £19.90
- Space Harrier £19.90
- Motorcorder £19.90
- Virginia £24.90
- R-Type I £24.90
- Victory Run £24.90
- Pacman £24.90
- Cybercore £24.90
- XNAX Open £24.90
- World Court Tennis £29.90
- Legendary Axe £29.90
- R-Type II £29.90
- Alien Crush £29.90
- Dungeon Explorer £29.90
- Final Lap Twin £29.90
- Digital Champ £29.90
- Bloody Wolf £29.90
- Rock On £29.90
- Ninja Warriors £29.90
- PC Kid £29.90
- Altered Beast £32.90
- Onyvre £32.90
- Tiger Hei £32.90
- Solle Arms £32.90
- Gumhed £32.90
- Chase HQ £32.90
- Mr. Hei £32.90

Sega Megadrive Software

- Shinobi £29.90
- Atomic Robo Kid £29.90
- F-1 Tripe Battle £29.90
- New Zealand Story £29.90
- Splatterhouse £32.90
- Cybercore £32.90
- Super Thunderblade £32.90
- Space Harrier II £32.90
- Super League Baseball £32.90
- World Cup Soccer £31.90
- Rambo III £31.90
- Forgotten Worlds £31.90
- Tatsujin £31.90
- Kjiwakushi 2 £31.90
- Curse £31.90
- Golden Axe £33.90
- Super Real Basketball £33.90
- Lyrnocs £33.90
- Air Driver £33.90
- Super Hang On £33.90
- Super Shindo £33.90
- Atomic Robo Kid £33.90
- New Zealand Story £33.90
- Sekukubl £33.90
- Joypad £33.90
- Ghostbusters £39.90

Super Monaco GP (May) £29.90
Atomic Robo Kid £29.90
Gameboy £19.90
GB Gameboy £19.90
GB Gameboy £19.90
GB Gameboy £19.90

SEGA MEGADRIVE PAL (for any British TV)
(Including 1 game) £179.90

SEGA MEGADRIVE PAL (for any British TV)
(Including 1 game) £179.90

For any details call: 01-587 1500 Send cheques/PO's to:
PC Engine Services, Southbank House, Black Prince Road, London SE1 7SJ

Prices for machines and accessories are inc. +p.p. For software please add £1.00. No extra postage required for software if you order a machine or accessories.

Mail Order only – Allow 28 days for delivery
RAINFOUR ISLANDS
OCEAN

After all the legal battles and general confusion as to exactly who was to convert this sequel to Bubble Bobble, Rainbow Islands has finally fallen into the hands of Ocean, who are now definitely releasing it.

Baron von Blubba has kidnapped all the inhabitants of the seven islands and has replaced them with his own henchmen. As Bub, hero of Bubble Bobble and now in human form, your task is to reach the top of each of the islands before they sink into the ocean, and finally reach the last island and rescue the hostages. As well as the usual directional and jump controls, Bub also has the use of a magic rainbow which he can use as either a bridge to climb across to firmer footing, or as a weapon with which to trap and crush the nasties.

Rainbow Islands is a fantastic game (in fact, looking back we think we underrated it on the ST) and these new versions are simply staggeringly good. Rainbow Islands is going to be THE game of 1990 - and if it isn't, we'll gladly eat our words!!

STORY

It's 3106 AD, and Earth has been almost annihilated by the Techno-wars. The remaining inhabitants built four Dome Cities, which kept the humans and the now toxic atmosphere apart. Linked by a rail system, the whole job was done by Cyborg droids. All was peaceful, until a report told that the war was instigated by machines. A three-year lifespan was placed on all robots, something which the droids aren't happy at, so they rose up and revolted - and it's left to you to stop them taking over the Domes.

Stryx is a fun title, incorporating many different game styles (my favourite is the Strangeloop-type section which is packed with robots). Graphics are up to the usual Psygnosis standard, and there's certainly a lot to keep shoot and search fans happy while they're waiting for the next big coin-op conversion is released - and probably a while longer, too.

STRYX
PSYCCLAPSE

AMIGA
£24.99
Practically arcade perfect, Amiga Rainbow Islands is an outstanding platform game which you'd be an absolute twerp to miss out on.

OVERALL 96%

SPECTRUM
£9.99
Highly colourful, devoid of attribute problems and easily as playable as the others, Spectrum owners will have to go a long way to find a better coin-op conversion than Rainbow Islands.

OVERALL 95%

AMIGA
£19.95
An enjoyable product on Psygnosis' cheaper label, with high-quality graphics and sound, and a pretty good game in between.

OVERALL 82%
All the fun of one of the most violent sports in the world comes to the ST, complete with the endorsement of one of the biggest stars in the game. After loading is completed, you are greeted with a screen of definable options, from changing team colours to altering the overall game time. Once all the relevant selections have been made, the display switches to a bird's eye view of the ice hockey pitch, where the real action begins. The objective is to score as many goals against the opposing team as possible, by fair means or foul (there's an option in the front-end menu which lets you fight on-pitch).

Wayne Gretzky's Ice Hockey is a great simulation of the popular sport (versions of which seem to be popping up all over these days). As it's more a simulation than a straight arcade game, you'll need to read the in-depth manual a couple of times before you begin to get the best out of the product, but the wealth of options given at the beginning allows you to tailor the game to your exact requirements. Controls take some getting used to, but as with the game itself, it comes to you in time. All told, an enjoyable game which fans of sport should feel very happy about buying.

Drifting Force
Digital Magic

Why ponce around in a scabby old car and nothing else, when you can have the choice of six totally different vehicles, such as dune buggies, motorcross bikes and juggernauts? Driving Force gives you just that choice, as well as five different types of terrain. Select either a male or female character, then plonk your wheels into one of the twelve competitions on offer and do your best to come first out of the field of nine international contestants.

Driving Force could have really been something special, but unfortunately its few niggles ruined the game for me. The sprites aren't bad, and the road itself is amazing - more like the Powerdrift coin-op version than the Powerdrift computer game, in fact! The half-dozen music tracks are pretty good too, but the whole thing falls down when you find that, when you bump into a roadside object, instead of falling over the bike simply bounces away from the object, continuing on as if nothing had happened! The game runs at fifty frames per second (which the packaging goes to great pains to let us know) but in all honesty I thought that the game was TOO fast to be enjoyable.

AMIGA
£24.95

An okay driving game - it has some novel twists but suffers from very poor and unrealistic car control and excessive game speed.

OVERALL 61%

Vroom! Up the hill we go.
IF YOU’VE GOT A
SEGA MASTER SYSTEM,
PC ENGINE, NINTENDO,
SEGA MEGADRIVE,
GAME BOY OR LYNX
THIS IS JUST FOR YOU

IT’S AN EXCLUSIVE AND VERY SPECIAL CLUB DEDICATED
ONLY TO CONSOLE FANS

A YEAR’S MEMBERSHIP GIVES YOU:
A BRILLIANT QUARTERLY MEAN MACHINES
JOURNAL PACKED WITH...
• EXCLUSIVE REVIEWS
• INCREDIBLE TIPS
• MEGA COMPETITIONS
• AMAZING MONEY-OFF COUPONS

AND
• COLOUR PICTURES OF ALL THE LATEST NEWS AND PRE-
VIEWS OF THE VERY HOTTEST CONSOLE GAMES

PLUS YOU GET...
• MEAN MACHINES MEGAACLUB MEMBERSHIP PACK
• PERSONAL MEAN MACHINES MEGAACLUB MEMBERSHIP
  CARD
• MEAN MACHINES MEGAACLUB BADGE
• EXCLUSIVE MEAN MACHINES MEGAACLUB PRIVILEGES
  AND WE’LL EVEN SEND YOU SPECIAL MEAN MACHINES
  BIRTHDAY CARD!
COMPLETE GUIDE TO CONSOLES

VOLUME II

THE SECOND INCREDIBLE CONSOLES BOOK!

ANOTHER FULL-COLOUR CONSOLES-DEDICATED BOOK BULGING AT THE SEAMS WITH EXCLUSIVE REVIEWS, PREVIEWS, NEWS, TIPS AND COMPETITIONS.

AND WE PROMISE THAT IT'LL BE EVEN BETTER THAN THE ORIGINAL!!

SEND YOUR ORDER TO:
MEAN MACHINES MEGACLUB,
C+VG,
PRIORY COURT,
30-32 FARRINGDON LANE,
LONDON,
EC1R 3AU.

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO CONSOLES VOLUME II IS SCHEDULED TO APPEAR IN NEWSAGENTS JUST BEFORE EASTER AND WOULD NORMALLY COST YOU £2.95 BUT JOIN THE MEAN MACHINES MEGACLUB WE'LL SEND IT TO YOU FREE BEFORE YOU CAN EVEN BUY IT IN THE SHOPS!!!

I know I'll be completely bonkers not to join the Mean Machines Megacub, so I've enclosed a cheque/postal order made payable to COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES for £14.95!

NOTE: A year's membership for overseas EEC readers costs £18.00 (payment MUST be cash sterling). The rest of the world costs £20.00 (again, payment MUST be cash sterling).

FIRST NAME
LAST NAME
ADDRESS

POSTCODE

DATE OF BIRTH

I understand that I'll receive the Complete Guide to Consoles Vol II and all my other Megacub goodies when they're ready at the end of March.
There's nowhere to hide from SLY SPY Secret Agent. His calling card is your invitation to dance with danger!
WIN £1,000!!

If you're one of the many who went out and bought the brilliant Pipemania and are getting rather good at it, this competition should be of great interest. What C+VG and programmers Empire are looking for is Britain's greatest Pipemania player - and if that's you that means you could win £1000 CASH!!

So get practicing and keep on playing until you've got a score you're pleased with. Write it down on the form below, complete with ALL details of the level achieved, playing time and so on. Our panel of experts will look at the score and the details you provide and work out whether it's genuine or not.

The top five scorers will be invited to a special all-expenses paid play-off in London, where each player will receive a very special prize of a PC Engine. Then, after a sumptuous lunch, the players will play off against one another, and the top scorer of this mini-comp will win the £1000 cash prize.

Send your entry to I'VE GOT A PIPEMANIA MEGASCORE COMP, C+VG, PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON, EC1R 3AU. The closing date is June 25th - so make sure you get your entries in before then.

NAME ........................................................................................................
ADDRESS ........................................................................................................

TELEPHONE NUMBER ...........................................................................................

I SCORED ................................................................................................
TIME OF GAME ..............................................................................................

LEVEL ACHIEVED .............................................................................................
DESCRIBE WHAT WAS ON THE LAST LEVEL YOU PLAYED. ...............................

NOTE: INSUFFICIENT DETAILS COULD RESULT IN YOUR ENTRY BEING DISQUALIFIED - MAKE SURE YOU WRITE WITH FULL DETAILS.
# National Dealer Directory

You’ve read about the best software to buy so here’s where to buy it from.

## Buckinghamshire

**Soft-Ly**
- 5 Deer Walk, Shopping Building, Milton Keynes.
  - 0908 670620

## Essex

**Arcade Software (cut price S/W)**
- H and B Open Market, George Street (opp. Cinema), Grays, Essex (Sat and Sun Only)

**Greater Manchester**

**Vuldata**
- 203 Stamford Street, Ashton-Under-Lyme.
  - 061 339 0326

**Hampshire**

**King’s Software**
- No. 3 The Antique Market (6 days a week), King’s Walk, Winchester, Hampshire
  - 0962 62277

## Hertfordshire

**Faxminster Ltd**
- 25 Market Square, Hemel Hempstead.
  - 0442 55044

**Hertfordshire**

**Gameskeeper**
- 10 Station Road, Letchworth, Herts.
  - 0462 672647

## Devon

**Computerbase**
- 21 Market Avenue, City Centre, Plymouth.
  - 0752 572128

**Flagstar Computers Ltd**
- Unit 4, The Westward Shopping Centre, Totnes, South Devon.
  - 0803 865520

## Dorset

**Columbia Computers**
- 17 Columbia Road, Bournemouth.
  - 0202 593542

## Cornwall

**Truro Micro Ltd**
- Bridge House, New Bridge Street, Truro, Cornwall, TR1 2AA.
  - 0827 40043

## Cambridge

**Logic Sales Ltd**
- 6 Midgate, Peterborough, PE1 1TN.
  - 0733 349696

## Cornwall

**Bridge House, New Bridge Street, Truro,**
- **Cornwall, TR1 2AA.**
  - **0872 40043**

## Hampshire

**King’s Software**
- No. 3 The Antique Market (6 days a week), King’s Walk, Winchester, Hampshire
  - 0962 62277

## Hertfordshire

**Logic Sales Ltd**
- 5 Lynton Parade, Cheshunt, Herts.
  - 0992 25323

## Kent

**Computer Leisure Centre**
- 117 High Street, Orpington, Kent.
  - 0689 21101

## Middlesex

**Adams World of Software Ltd**
- 190C Station Road, Edgware.
  - 01 9520451

## Mid Sussex

**Abbc0 (Sussex) Ltd**
- 41A The Broadway, Haywards Heath, West Sussex
  - 0444 450 103/450 521

## Norfolk

**Viking Computers**
- Arden Rise, Cation Grove Road, Norwich.
  - 0603425209

## Northamptonshire

**A-Z Leisure**
- 23a Lower Mall, Weston Favell Centre, Northampton NN3 4LZ.
  - 0604 415428

## Lancashire

**PV Computers Ltd**
- 104 Abbey Street, Accrington, Lancashire, BB5 1EE.
  - 0254 35345

## London

**Erol Computers**
- 125 High Street, Walthamstow.
  - 01 520 7763

## Nottinghamshire

**Long Eaton Software Centre**
- Commerce House, West Gate, Long Eaton, Nottingham, NG10 1EG.
  - 0602 728555

---

DEALERS – JUST £25 A MONTH PUTS YOUR SHOP IN FRONT OF 102,401 SOFTWARE BUYERS.
WANTED: computer games C-64, Amiga etc!

We are a company which concentrates on Computer Games and we would like to buy a lot.

Our market is quite large, so we are looking for permanent business relationships.

Please contact us at:

FEELGOOD, BOX 545
40101 JYVÄSKYLÄ, FINLAND
Fax: 41-214765


Tel: (0254) 249891

SEGA MEGADRIVE CARTRIDGES FOR HIRE

All titles available for SEGA MEGADRIVE. Take ten more chances. TRY BEFORE YOU BUY. Bond with the same old games. Rent with other magistrate users (no SWAP SHOP).

Good Trade K. approval against new cartridges

Send S.A.E. for details for MEGWARE.

35 CULLERCOATS ROAD, HYLTON CASTLE, SUNDERLAND SR5 8HZ

ATARI S.T.

Games for HIRE or PURCHASE

TRY before you BUY

At least 15% off all software

Guaranteed Originals

Top 30 Titles always available

Public Domain Catalogue and Swapshop

Please enclose LARGE S.A.E. to:

Cum-Com Software Library (DEPT CVG)
Mermaid House, Norwood Street, Ashford, KENT TN23 1DG

HIGH SCORE CERTIFICATES

The ideal present or decoration for your wall. Send your name, score and title of game together with a cheque/PO for £1.95 to:

High Score Registry
85-87 The Broadway
London W13 9BP

Classified Coupon

£7.00 for 30 words. Lineage advertising is for personal advertisers only. No trade ads will be accepted.

Trade enquiries please call 01-251 6223.

All classified ads are subject to space availability.

The above advertising is pre-payable.

I enclose cheque for £

PLEASEx PAY CAPITALS made payable to Snap Publications Ltd

Name

Address

Total number of words

Post to AD DEPT, C + VG, 30-32 Farrington Lane, EC1R 3AU
Before we had computers to play games on, the best shoot-'em-ups around were hand-held Space Invaders machines with two invaders. Now there are new breeds of sophisticated hand-holds which are going to be making very big news over the next few years. Paul Rand investigates their past, present and future.

THE BEGINNING
It all began with Merlin - a plastic contraption shaped like a cellphone and covered with a load of buttons and LED's. The machine played half a dozen memory games - remember which LED lit up when and react by pressing a button. The hand-held revolution had started.

THE PAST
After a few more games along the same simple lines, manufacturers began to realise that the new breed of video game fans would pay good money for a games machine that could be carried in the pocket and played anytime, anywhere, and so the first games appeared.

Companies latched onto licensing at an early stage, tying in their hand-holds with famous arcade machines - Defender, Scramble, PacMan, Galaxians were among many coin-ops shrunk to often pale, even laughable imitations of the real thing. And of course there were also clones - sometimes better than the "official" games, and sometimes a whole lot worse...

These early machines mainly used battery-guzzling illuminated LED displays to portray the action, but a then fairly unknown Japanese company called Nintendo cottoned on to the idea of using LCD displays which, although black and white, were a lot more flexible than their LED counterparts. These Game 'n' Watch hand-held machines also sported digital clocks to increase their value after the novelty of the game had worn off.

Two-screen games appeared, such as Donkey Kong and Donkey Kong Jnr, and as much was squeezed out of the technology as possible - but the games were still lumbered with crude displays and short-term playability. So hand-helds had a very hi-res dot-matrix screen - just like a real TV. This meant that game sprites could be properly defined and animated instead of just flicking between predefined LCD graphic frames. Sound quality rose from one channel mono to four-channel stereo. And, most exciting of all, was the ability to link two Gameboys together for simultaneous two player action. Nintendo have sold millions of Gameboys in Japan and the USA, but it still isn't due for an official UK release until September. Luckily, thanks to numerous importers the Gameboy has already developed a small (but rapidly swelling) UK following.

But for all its quantum leaps in technology, the Game Boy developers still had the monochrome screen problem. The creators of the Amiga soon solved that when, last year, Atari announced the Lynx. Cumbersome at 12 inches long, and with a battery life of only three hours, the Lynx seemed a bit of a non-starter. However, switch it on and the colour screen lights up with graphics that are even better than an Atari ST!!! It's truly a technically stunning machine, and Atari hope to off-load a million units around the world in 1990.
BATMAN GRANDSTAND
There's umpteen dozen other Bat-products on the market, so Grandstand thought "Why not stick our two-pennorth in?". Beat up the Joker's henchmen in a horizontally-scrolling (or at least a passable impression of scrolling) beat 'em up, then take on old Jack himself at the end, picking up weapons along the way.

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES KONAMI/HORNBY
Adaption of the comic/cartoon/coin-op sees the heroic amphibians battling to rescue April from the evil Shredder and his henchmen.

TALKING SOCCER/BASEBALL VTECH
The addition of speech adds that little bit extra to these two jolly sports sims, both of which feature two player modes and varying difficulty levels.

TOMYTRONIC 3D
When Tomy decided to get in on the hand-held act, they didn't do things by halves. What they produced were three brilliant games, Thunderin' Turbos, Shark Attack and Sky Attack, three futuristic-shaped machines with impressive stereoscopic three-dimensional colour displays! Even though the gameplay is, as with most hand-helds of their era, limited, the Tomytronic range is still surprisingly addictive today.
THE FUTURE

This month saw the announcement of arguably the ultimate hand-held - the portable PC Engine. It has a colour screen, with the option of linking it to a conventional monitor, and is compatible with all current and future Engine software. Like the Lynx, battery life is limited, but if the designers can find some way of rectifying that problem, then the portable PC Engine will be THE portable console of the early '90s. Of course, that's always supposing that NEC get the machine out on the streets before Sega and Nintendo hit back with their own products (Nintendo are rumoured to be producing a colour Gameboy, as well as one-off versions of current Gameboy hits like Tetris and Super Marioland). Whatever happens, it's looking as though the hand-held revolution of the 1990's will be as hard fought as the home computer war of the past decade.

GOLF CHALLENGE SYSTEMA

Sports games are a favourite of hand-held manufacturers - this one, Golf Challenge, is a one or two player game with a variety of options, including a full set of clubs, changing weather conditions and four skill levels.

SMALL WONDERS

LYNX ATARI

Developed by the creators of the Amiga, the Lynx console, at 12" long, is a bit too big to be seriously called "portable", but what few games are currently available are real jaw-droppers.

GAMEBOY NINTENDO

The first in the new wave of interchangeable hand-helds. Great graphics, super sound and a large range of popular and original cartridges which is growing each month.

PORTABLE PC ENGINE NEC

So new we only have a photograph, but its small size, colour display and already vast range of titles ensure the machine's massive success when it reaches these shores.
THE TIC-TAC TILE GAME

It's simple in concept and easy to play. Catch the coloured tiles with the paddle and flip them into the bins to make same coloured stacks, diagonals and rows of three. Sounds easy? It is! The hard part is pulling yourself away from the game.

THIS IS THE 90's

THIS IS KLAX™

- The latest craze from California!
- 99 waves of sheer fun!
- The fastest selling coin-op ever!
- Addictive and challenging.
- Make multiple klaxes for massive points!
- Challenge your friends in head-to-head action.

The Name in Coin-Op Conversions

Available on: Atari ST, Amiga, IBM PC 3.5 & 5.25", Commodore 64 (cassette, disk) Amstrad (cassette, disk) Spectrum +3, Spectrum 48/128

Programmed by: Teque Software developments Ltd, Atari ST Screenshot

Published by Domark Ltd, Ferry House, 51-57 Lacy Road, London SW15 1PR Tel: 01-780 2224
A few years back saw the release of a trilogy of Zombie movies by George Romero. Zombi, the game, is loosely based upon the second film in the series, Dawn Of The Dead.

It's nearing the end of the twentieth century, and Earth has been all but taken over by the undead. The player takes on the roles of four humans, desperate to find a safe haven from the zombies. Using the helicopter on the outside heli-pad, the party leave their hospital hideaway which has now been completely taken over by the walking dead; unfortunately, the chopper is low on fuel, and the four are forced to land at a nearby supermarket. After blocking all the exits, the group set about the task of finding fuel so they can continue the journey to an uninhabited island which they plan to make their home.

One or two small snags stand in the way of success, however. The first is the zombies themselves. An enormous army of the creatures have gathered outside the shopping mall and, sensing live brains (a zombie's staple diet) are whipped into a frenzy and break into the supermarket. The second, arguably more frightening prospect is that another band of humans are also attempting to flee from the impending horror which awaits. They have fuel, and want to get to the chopper just as much as you do...
A zombie attacks in the Amiga version.

ST and Amiga versions are due on the market, priced £19.99 and £24.99 respectively. The controls are the same as the Spectrum game, and the graphics are far better than those reviewed here. As soon as we receive the games we'll include them in the Update section.

SPECTRUM
£9.99

Although the game is the same, the control method is different to that of the PC game. Movement is controlled using direction icons placed around the outside-view display. This makes for far simpler control of your characters and an ultimately more impressive game which horror lovers and fans of good games will eat brains for.

OVERALL 93%

UPDATE

PC
£24.99

I for one am a great fan of Romero's Zombie Trilogy, so you can imagine my delight when this game came into the office. Zombi captures the mood of the Dawn Of The Dead movie perfectly - it's a suspense-filled romp through a deserted shopping mall, just like its big-screen counterpart, and while the graphics aren't fantastic, they portray the action to a tee (although I was dismayed that the baldie old zombie from the film doesn't feature in the game). Sound effects are what you'd expect from the PC - limited beeps and squawks - but that in no way damages the player's enjoyment of the game. The icon controls are initially confusing and do take a while to get used to, but once mastered you'll be using them without thinking. Altogether, Zombi is a first rate adaption of a classic horror film, which catches the mood perfectly even before you begin (you get a scene-setting "comic book" with the packaging) and will keep your interest until completion.

PAUL RAND

GRAPHICS 74%
SOUND 48%
VALUE 91%
PLAYABILITY 93%

OVERALL 92%
QuickShot offers the most complete selection of video game controllers in the market. Models are available to suit all the most popular video game machines and just about any playing style. And no matter which model you choose, you can be sure you’re getting the kind of performance and value for the money that have made QuickShot the biggest name in the business.

Contact us today!

QuickShot

20,000,000 JOYSTICKS SOLD WORLDWIDE

1 YEAR GLOBAL WARRANTY

NOW SUPPLIED DIRECTLY FROM BONDWELL
A bleary-eyed George meets his pet space-blob.

Gee, it's Mrs Jetson! "Hi honey! I'm home!"

THE JETSONS

BY MICROILLUSIONS

In case you haven't come across The Jetsons, they are a space-age version of the TV cartoon characters The Flintstones. This licensed game opens in your skypad apartment. Your auto-waker has failed you, and, still in bed, you discover to your horror that you are already late for work. Rushing off in your jetcar, you skim the rooftops to face Mr Spacely's wrath, and making a grovelling spectacle of yourself you agree to do anything, just anything, to save your job...

This is an adventure driven entirely by mouse, which of necessity simplifies problems so that they can be solved with a small variety of commands, and a reasonable amount of common sense. The system used to implement the game is slick and quite fast in responding. Six icons represent the main commands (INTERACT, OPEN, CLOSE, GO, LOOK, and GIVE) and these are supplemented by a series of multiple-choice actions that are specific to the current situation.

The main action window is drawn in cartoon-style graphics, often animated, and there are sound effects throughout. The title theme tune is a spectacular example of digitised music.

Mr Spacely is none too pleased

UPDATE

Expect to see ST and PC versions of the Jetsons soon - apart from the lack of digitised music, they'll be more or less the same as the Amiga version.

AMIGA £24.99

The Jetsons is an ideal game for newcomers to adventure, and especially to those who find traditional text adventures far too boring and unrewarding to be worthwhile. Combining a good control interface and some excellent graphical touches, The Jetsons provides plenty of lighthearted relief for either a dedicated or novice adventurer! It's great fun!!

KEITH CAMPBELL

GRAPHICS 90%
SOUND 82%
VALUE 80%
PLAYABILITY 85%
OVERALL 82%

83
THE CORPS.

ATTACKING!
FALL BACK...
NO! HOLD YOUR GROUND! MAINTYRE.
LAWRENCE-FLUNY RIGHT!
SCHWARTZ-GET OUT HERE!...

BRAHMA-GET THAT THING-OFF-PREIFFER....

NO PROBLEM....

YO, FRANCIE....

SHE'S DEAD...
SUITS TELL-TALES ARE NEGATIVE.
SHE MUST....

SLIVER-TIPPED BLADE, JEEZ....

JEEZ....

RAAAAAR....
IT WON'T DIE, DAMNIT!

BULLSHIT! THIS BART WILL DO THE JOB RIGHT...

UH!

YOU AIN'T GOING ANYWHERE PAL! YOU'RE WHAT THE?....

LIEUTENANT... CHECK YOUR PUTTER. OURS ARE DOWN...

JESUS, KIRBY... WE CAN'T CONTACT THE DROP SHIP...

EVERYBODY AIRBORNE - NOW!

GODDAMNIT LIEUTENANT - LET'S THINK THIS THROUGH...

AT LEAST HOLD FORMATION! YOU'RE TOO FAR OUT...

JUST FOLLOW ORDERS, SERGEANT!

MARSH... LOOK OUT--

GROUND LASERS!
At long last, here are the results to all the competitions run since November. Competition fiends will be pleased to know that the results page is now to become a regular monthly feature in the mag - so now you'll know who has won what.

NOVEMBER

QUESTIONNAIRE COMP
Back in November we asked you to fill out the ginormous C+VG Questionnaire. The first ten out of the bag won themselves £100 worth of software, and they are...
D Minton, Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Eric Bruce, Enfield, Middlesex
P Ottley, Woking, Surrey
Mark Smith, Harlow, Essex
Mike Parish, London N16
F Vanant, Birmingham
Graham Davis, Bristol
Steven Eagles, Dinas Powis, South Glam
Adam Hogg, Peterborough, Cambs
Ian French, Rochdale, Lancs

HOTLINES

WIN A PC ENGINE
The lucky winner is...
Neil Robinson, Newport, Gwent

SAM T-SHIRTS
There are ten of these exclusive, hand-numbered T-shirts, and the winners are...
David Sutherland, Halifax, W Yorks
Mark Rutland, Aberdeen
Lee Simmonds, London SE15
Paul Barrett, Wembley, Middx
Gary Sharpe, Dorking, Surrey
Damien Sumpter, Burnham, Bucks
T Hughes, Angelsey, Gwynedd
Gavin Jones, Croydon, Surrey
Steven Adams, Cowley, Oxford
L Matthews, Taunton, Somerset

£100 GAMES
Loads of games will be going to...
Brendon Barclay, Derby

XENON II
Ten copies of this fab game and a Xenon II T-shirt are winging their way to...
Ben Tang, Mitcham, Surrey
Joules Western, Hornchurch, Essex
James Short, Ashford, Kent
Michael Shore, Frome, Somerset
Kevin Metcalfe, Peacehaven, E Sussex
Stephen Collins, Maidstone, Kent

DECEMBER

HOTLINES

PC ENGINE COMP ONE
A fabulous PC Engine is on its way to...
Craig Wilkes, Sheffield, S Yorks

PC ENGINE COMP TWO
And the other fabulous PC Engine is on its way to...
Lee Cliff, London N9

£100 GAMES
Loads of games will be going to...
Stephen Flowers, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs

SEGA MEGADRIVE
The lucky winner is...
Tim Parker, Telford, Shropshire

WIN AN ST
A drawing competition certainly attracted a lot of entries - but the purveyor of the finest artwork was...
N Hunt, Brighton, E Sussex

WIN A DAY RACING
There were certainly some mean cars, and we had to change our underpants at least 56 times before we finally found the two winners - and they are...
Alex Jackson, London NW1
Gary White, Sharston, Manchester

WIN NINTENDOS
These five completely and utterly spawny people will soon be receiving fabbo Nintendo deluxe sets...
David Adamson, Rhos-on-Sea, Clwyd
Michael Jones, Quinton, Birmingham
Ray Golding, Peterborough
James Tillotson, Southwell, Notts
David James Sullivan, Walsall, W Mids

WIN A VCR
Domark had a fabbo VCR and stunt video on offer for the best designed Hard Drivin' stunt track - and it goes to...
Andrew Capper, Spalding, Lincs
JANUARY HOTLINES

PC ENGINE COMP ONE
We're completely bonkers giving away these bloomin' PC Engines - here goes another one, off to...
Howard Grimes, London SW11

PC ENGINE COMP TWO
And here goes another one, this time to...
David Paterson, Worksop, Notts

£100 GAMES
Another of our wild 'n' wacky ginormous megabags of software is off to...
David Peters, Brighton, E Sussex

SEGA MEGADRIVE
There goes another one - a fabbo Megadrive off to its new owner, who is...
Robert Lacey, Stevenage, Herts

WIN A ROBOCOP
Up for grabs in this mega-comp was a £400 robot - and this was won by...
Marion Duncan, Denny, Stirlingshire
And runners-up prizes of Robocop videos and games are going to...
Maldwyn Jones, Cardigan, Dyfed
Roger Browne, London E15
Jim Taylor, Chelmsford, Essex

GROOVY NINJA
A super mega-powerful ghettoblaster is on its way to...
Jeremy Smith, Gillingham, Kent
Believe it or not - that was the third entry actually pulled out of the sack. The senders of the first two had forgotten to put their names and addresses on their entries! Next time you enter a competition, don't forget!! Anyway, there were also runners-up prizes of the Ninja Warriors game, and they're going to...
R Anderson, Whitby, N Yorks
Mark Cox, Netley, Southampton
James Clements, Wyke, Bradford
Nathan Jones, Ely, Cardiff
Glen Campbell, Argyll, Scotland
Usman Ali, Birmingham B10
James Richardson, Hook, Hants
Sunny Jassal, Strood, Kent
Javald Aslam, Withington, Manchester
A Padan, Greenford, Middx
G Morton, High Wycombe, Bucks
Justin Thompson, Consett, Co Durham
Robert Cannon, Hedgerley, Bucks
Andrew Cox, Newton Aycliffe, Co Durham
Peter Holbrook, Warrington, Cheshire

FEBRUARY HOTLINES

SEGA MEGADRIVE
An all-singin', all-dancin' Sega Megadrive was won by...
Michael Murray, London SE17

X-OUT
Rainbow Arts had 15 (count 'em) copies of their brill new game X-Out on offer - and the winners are...
David Elliot, Hornchurch, Essex
Russell Dykes, Dorking, Surrey
Brett Ebbs, Romford, Essex
Noel Campbell, Farnham Common, Bucks
Mark Edwards, Feltham, Middx
Dominic Hall, London W11
Nikki Lawrence, Stichley, Birmingham
George Noble, Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire
Nigel Craft, Ely, Cambs
J Hanfrey, Reading, Berks
Gregory Alexander, London N7
Pete Evans, Aberystwyth, Dyfed
Luke Davies, Telford, Shropshire
E Patel, Peckham, London
Steve Douglas, Edinburgh

£100 GAMES
A whole heap of lovely games is going to...
Roger Mansford, Hartlepool, Cleveland

EMLYN HUGHES GOODIES
Two signed copies of Emlyn Hughes International Soccer and signed Emlyn Hughes games are going to these extremely lucky people...
R Millar, Berkhamstead, Herts
Dominic Hall, London W11
And copies of the game are going to...
Daniel Ruck, Sheffield
George Noble, Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire
Rajinder Pal, Bedford, Beds
B Dass, Croydon, Surrey
Simon Strutt, London SE12
S Rogalson, Hodge Hill, Birmingham
F Deuchars, Dundee
P Williams, Basildon

PC ENGINE SG
The one you've all been waiting for - the unbelievably lucky winner of this fantastic new games machine is...
Peter Easton, Yeovil, Somerset
If someone told you that the first New Age computer game was something akin to “bowls on pieces of elastic”, you’d probably think “Gawd, worra complete pleb”. But that’s exactly what E-Motion is!

The game consists of fifty screens, each containing a number of coloured spheres and, sometimes, a solid structure. The idea is to obliterate all the spheres on screen by using a spaceship (or two if you’re in dual-player mode) to bump like-coloured ones together. When different-coloured balls collide, another smaller ball appears which can be picked up and used to replenish the ship’s energy. But be quick - energy balls soon grow to full size and of course, destroying them requires the creation of another
ball of the same colour. If the screen isn't cleared within a time limit, the balls explode, sapping the ships' energy.

There - easy. Or at least that's what the programmers, Assembly Line (they did the smashing Interphase) thought, so they added the structures which need to be worked around, making things even trickier. They've also linked you to some of the balls via elastic bands, which calls for pixel-perfect maneuvering if you don't want to create more spheres.

After a predetermined number of levels, one of three bonus stages can be tackled, allowing you to bump up those points before attempting the next screen.

UPDATE
We've yet to see the C64 version of E-Motion, which will carry a price tag of £9.99 but fear not, we'll be running a review in the Update section the moment it comes in.

AMIGA
£24.99
Puzzle games are all the rage at the moment and E-Motion is, quite simply, one of the best I've yet seen. First impressions are, as with most games of the genre, very misleading - the screen looks bare and things seem somewhat boring. However, that first burst of movement and the eventual collision with the wrong sphere causes you to sit up, panic a bit, re-evaluate your entire thoughts on the product and from that moment you're hooked. Like all the true greats, graphics are above average as opposed to spectacular, although the use of ray-tracing on the balls and structures is pretty impressive in itself. Similarly, sound is "nice" but the plinkety-plink tunes and spot effects will soon have you twiddling your volume knob. Pretty soon someone is going to create a game which over-takes the addictiveness of Tetris; E-Motion doesn't quite manage it, but it comes very, very close.

OVERALL  95%

AMSTRAD
£9.99
E-Motion on the Amstrad obviously looks more basic than the 16 bits, but it's colourful enough, and that same addictive urge exists as much as in the other versions.

OVERALL  92%

ST
£19.99
Apart from ever-so-slight colour alterations, there is absolutely no difference between this and the Amiga version. An astonishing game which no self-respecting gamer should be without.

OVERALL  95%

SPEC
£9.99
Due to the machine's limitations, the coloured balls have been discarded and instead the object is to link spheres with the same shape imprinted on them. Although initially confusing, a few games is all it takes to get the hang of this method and you won't want to leave it alone.

OVERALL  89%

PC
£24.99
The PC game can be played in any of CGA, EGA or VGA modes but no matter how much colour you have on-screen, there's no getting away from the fact that E-Motion is an unmissable experience.

OVERALL  95%

PAUL RAND
GRAPHICS  73%
SOUND  67%
VALUE  94%
PLAYABILITY  96%
OVERALL  95%

ST
£19.99
Apart from ever-so-slight colour alterations, there is absolutely no difference between this and the Amiga version. An astonishing game which no self-respecting gamer should be without.

OVERALL  95%

AMSTRAD
£9.99
E-Motion on the Amstrad obviously looks more basic than the 16 bits, but it's colourful enough, and that same addictive urge exists as much as in the other versions.

OVERALL  92%

OVERALL  95%
With the 1990 World Cup almost upon us, it's fashionable at the moment to produce a game based on England's oldest sport (apart from bull-baiting, that is). And seeing as Grandslam and Ocean both have the Liverpool license (work that one out if you can), Krisalis have opted for what is termed by many as Britain's richest club.

So practice that broad Scottish accent, pull out the wad and see if you can do a better job than poor old Alex Ferguson and his £13 million boys in a complete simulation of both sides of soccer - on-pitch action and off-pitch team management.

After the game has loaded, you are given the option of choosing the full game or the arcade football section only. Depending on what you pick, a number of icons are displayed. Progress gives an indication of how well/badly the team are doing, whether your head is on the block, whether Brian Robson is actually fit, etc, by way of the front page of The Daily Sport. Team Squad shows the statistics for each player in the team (complete with a brilliant digitised pic). If any of your players are unfit, they appear in the Players Injured menu (guess who'll be in there more often than not), while bad lads are shown in the Suspended box. You can add to or subtract from your squad in the Transfers menu, and get your team ready for the next skirmish by clicking on the Fitness icon.

Once the managerial side of things is sorted, it's time to choose the Play icon, select a team formation and get into the action. Players are graded as to their real-life abilities, and as well as the League title to go for, the FA and Littlewoods Cups also beckon - can you beat the real boss and collect all three?

✈ Man Utd (in their away white strips) prepare to kick off against Liverpool. ▲ The action replay - extraordinary!
Each member of the squad has a digitised pic. Fit to play are we, Bryan?

Things are a bit quiet up United’s end (phew, snigger).

UPDATE
Don’t fret if you haven’t got an Amiga, for Manchester United FC is being released on practically every format under the sun. So hang in there all you ST, C64, Spectrum, Amstrad, MSX and Archimedes (yes, the Archie too) - you shall have your fix of footballing fun and frolics in the coming weeks!

Manchester United FC is a superb product. The sheer amount of features present in the game is unbelievable - pots of digitised graphics, from the crisp photos of the Man Utd team to the dozen or so action replays which are shown when a goal is scored (they’re taken from real matches, the most appropriate one being shown for the goal scored), brilliantly animated selection screens such as the Fitness icon which shows a player hobbling off the field, assisted by two others, andoodles more besides - if I were to list them all, I’d need an extra page or six - and that’s only the management side of the game. The match section is a brilliant and incredibly playable football game in its own right. For instance, there’s a referee on the pitch, running around doing what refs do (apart from being insulted by the fans). The strips change colour depending on whether the game is at home or away, and as far as I can see, all the team colours are faithful to their real-life counterparts. Playing the game is true to life too, as each team is graded on past form, so you may beat a team like Shrewsbury 8-0 one week, but end up falling flat on your face against Liverpool the next. Manchester United FC is an amazingly playable sports game, is highly realistic in a managerial sense, and is very, very addictive indeed. Don’t miss it.

PAUL RAND

GRAPHICS 94%
SOUND 88%
VALUE 95%
PLAYABILITY 96%
OVERALL 95%
The latest hydraulic coin-op to hit the arcades is Taito's amazing first-person perspective sit-on motorcycle race game, which leans from side to side as you race around corners, and even has a high-powered fan which blows air to simulate the wind through your hair. There are five tracks to race, and the object is simply to finish in a high enough position to enable you to continue. The graphics are very fast, and when you zoom around a corner, the horizon tilts with the motorbike you're sitting on to simulate you screeching around the bend!

World Grand Prix is exciting and very fast - even faster than Super Monaco GP - and is easily the most realistic arcade motorbike race yet seen. If you're a bike fan, make sure you give this a go - and be prepared to hang on!

JULIAN RIGNALL

WORLD GRAND PRIX
REAL RACE FEELING

GRAPHICS 86%
SOUND 87%
VALUE 86%
PLAYABILITY 92%
OVERALL 90%
Gradius is back once again! And it's hardly changed. At the start of the game you're given the opportunity to configure the power-up arrangement - the standard setting is the same as Nemesis and Gradius II, but others are more powerful and include lasers, free way and tail spread.

Once you've chosen your weapons it's off down a long horizontally scrolling level to blast all sundry, and of course, tackle each of the end-of-level guardians who are all lying in wait.

Gradius III is fun for a while, but doesn't really offer much that hasn't already been seen in this genre. The graphics are crisp, but not very imaginative, and after a while you get that feeling of deja vu. Fans of Gradius might find this enjoyable, but I prefer R-Type II.

JULIAN RIGNALL
It's been quite a while since Tatsumi released a three-screen game - TX-1 and Buggy Boy were the last ones. But now Round-Up S has appeared.

It's a similar style game to Chase HQ and Special Criminal Investigation, with the objective of simply chasing after criminals and bumping or blasting them off the road.

There are five criminals to capture, and although that doesn't sound much, it's quite a tough game and getting all of them on one credit takes some doing (anyone can do it if they've got enough money!).

Chase HQ fans will certainly love this - even though it doesn't offer anything new.

JULIAN RIGNALL

GRAPHICS 83%
SOUND  81%
VALUE   83%
PLAYABILITY 95%
OVERALL  83%
Dial-A-Data
The Beginner's Guide to Software by Phone

Multi-Media
The Future of Electronic Entertainment?

Sound and Vision
Taking the Mystery out of MIDI

Digital Dogfight
10 Flight Simulators Compared and Contrasted

Plus! Over 50 Games Reviewed
Welcome to the Official UK Arcade Highscore Table, the place where all of Britain’s coin-op records top are displayed. If you’re a record breaker, why not get famous by sending in your scores on the back of postcard or sealed envelope to: ARCADE HIGHSORES, C+VG, PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON EC1R 3AU. Our panel of experts will look at your scores, and if they’re judged to be genuine, they’ll be included in the table.

**ARCADE HIGHSORES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GHOLLS 'N GHOSTS</td>
<td>79,655</td>
<td>Jamie Morse, Westoning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN AXE</td>
<td>265,0</td>
<td>Gary Harrod, Poole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANG-ON</td>
<td>49,658,320</td>
<td>Martin Deem (MJD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAUNTED CASTLE</td>
<td>79,723</td>
<td>Gavin Davis, Swansea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELLFIRE</td>
<td>327,000</td>
<td>Julian Rignall (JAZ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT CHASE</td>
<td>270,540</td>
<td>Alex Ware, Sheffield</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I KARI WARRIORS</td>
<td>1,412,300</td>
<td>Graham Shaw, Loughton, Essex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KING OF BOXER</td>
<td>487,000</td>
<td>Michael Pearson (MP), Stalings, Cleveland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGEND OF HERO TONMA</td>
<td>209,880</td>
<td>Chris Ford, Lancing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARBLE MADNESS</td>
<td>208,340</td>
<td>Martin Deem, Portsmouth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX EVENT</td>
<td>5,466,800</td>
<td>Tim Walker, Brighton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE</td>
<td>238,410</td>
<td>Alex Ware, Shenheld</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARC</td>
<td>3,360,050</td>
<td>Robin Levy, RIJL, Exeter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMESIS</td>
<td>1,376,400</td>
<td>Mario Kyriacou, Canterbury, Kent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NINJA WARRIORS</td>
<td>238,100</td>
<td>Gary Harrod, Poole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPERATION THUNDERBOLT</td>
<td>386,390</td>
<td>R G Porter (ROB), Lancaster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPERATION WOLF</td>
<td>5,310,120</td>
<td>P Kollas, Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDERYE</td>
<td>471,840</td>
<td>Alex Ware, Shenfield</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTRUN</td>
<td>56,024,110</td>
<td>Peter Amor, Clevedon, Avon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTRUN TURBO</td>
<td>22,890,020</td>
<td>Anthony Shilson (BJUL), Tiptree, Essex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACLAND</td>
<td>4,936,910</td>
<td>Martin Deem, Portsmouth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANG</td>
<td>21,400</td>
<td>Jim Woodcock, Shenfield</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENTAGON</td>
<td>1,857,640</td>
<td>Colin McWhirter, Ballymena, N Ireland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerDrift</td>
<td>5,788,625</td>
<td>Morris Wilson (BMW), London</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREHISTORIC ISLE</td>
<td>1,606,600</td>
<td>Gary Harrod (GJH), Portsmouth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUARTET</td>
<td>6,578,750</td>
<td>James Washburn, Essex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RASTAN SAGA</td>
<td>1,081,000</td>
<td>Colin McWhirter, Ballymena, N Ireland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RASTAN II</td>
<td>894,950</td>
<td>Jamie Morse (JM), Westoning-Mare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROADBLASTERS</td>
<td>477,760</td>
<td>Daniel Ellis (LSO), Bath, Avon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Golden Axe was reviewed on the Sega master system last month and scored a very respectable 89%. Now we've got hold of the Mega-drive version and it's even better. In fact there are no noticeable differences between it and the original coin-op!

In case you missed the story, Golden Axe is a one or simultaneous two-player beat 'em up in which the players guide either a barbarian, Amazon woman or dwarf across eight hazardous levels with the objective of confronting and killing the evil demon Death Adder who lurks at the end of the final level.

It's action all the way as the characters confront a variety of Death Adder's minions, including dinosaur riders (topple them from their mounts and you can leap on the back of the dinosaur and run amok yourself), giant rock trolls, skeletons, orcs and barbarian women. The going is certainly tough!

Reach the end of the last level and you confront Death Adder - who uses all his might and magic as you battle to the end...

Mr Dwarf's axe is just the thing for cleaving skulls.

The warrior wisely invokes magic to defeat the man with the...
UPDATE

Master System Golden Axe should be available by the time you read this. Virgin recently bought the computer conversion rights, so expect to see Spectrum, Amstrad, C64, ST and Amiga versions later on this year.

The Amazon woman can use powerful fire magic.

Two on to one!? That's not fair!

Incredible! What we have here is the equivalent of a Golden Axe arcade machine in a cartridge! The differences between this conversion and the brilliant hack 'n' slash coin-op are virtually non-existent. The sound, graphics and gameplay are all exactly the same - in fact the only really noticeable difference is that the Megadrive cartridge actually offers MORE than the coin-op, with two practice options, a music and sound test option and even different difficulty levels! Golden Axe is a superb game, and is one of the best beat 'em ups available. It looks good, is incredibly addictive, and should be put right at the top of your shopping list.

JULIAN RIGNALL

GRAPHICS 95%
SOUND 95%
VALUE 93%
PLAYABILITY 97%
OVERALL 95%
MEGADRIVE
MEGA-OFFER
SAVE £35 ON A SEGA
MEGADRIVE WITH
SHEKHANA COMPUTERS!

Yes, Shekhana Computers have gone stark staring mad and are offering the fantastic Sega Megadrive for the low, low ultra-cheap price of only £165.00 (inc post and packing) for either the PAL or SCART version of the machine. (PAL is the version that works with ALL UK television sets)

So take advantage now - prices can be held for a limited period only!!! Send your order to SHEKHANA COMPUTERS, 655 GREEN LANES, LONDON, N8 0QY

PLEASE SEND ME A SEGA MEGADRIVE. I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE FOR £165.00 MADE PAYABLE TO SCS.

☐ PAL MEGADRIVE
☐ SCART MEGADRIVE

(PLEASE TICK BOX - NOTE: PAL WORKS WITH ALL UK TV SETS, SCART ONLY WORKS WITH COMPUTER MONITORS AND TV SETS WITH SPECIAL SCART CONNECTORS)

NAME...........................................................................................................

ADDRESS......................................................................................................

SEND TO SHEKHANA COMPUTERS, 655 GREEN LANES, LONDON, N8 0QY.
PLEASE ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY
Slapshot is a simulation of Ice Hockey, a sport of tricky stick work and much ungentlemanly conduct! One or two players can partake in the action, and the object is simply to slap the puck into the opponent's goal, strike attempts shown via an impressive close-up animated action replay, with the puck whistling into the back of the net, being saved by the keeper or flying wide.

Like the sport, play is tough and you can rough up and knock over opponents with your stick - but be careful. If they dodge past you, your flailing attempts could leave you sitting on the deck looking stupid and getting a very cold butt while play whizzes upfield!

Machines

BY SEGA

Slapshot is an admirable rendition of the fast and furious sport, and features great graphics, especially the excellent close-up replay screen, and a decent control method, letting you switch between players when you see fit, rather than the computer. The inertia effect is great, so you feel like your players are skating around on ice, and the option of being able to knock over opponents adds a whole new dimension to the game.

As with most sports games, it's most fun when two players are battling it out - especially when play starts getting rough! But even in one-player mode, Slapshot is brilliant fun and is highly recommended to fans of sports simulations.

JULIAN RIGNALL

Player Select

Select Team
- Holland
- Yugoslavia
- China
- Hungary
- Bulgaria
- North Korea
- Korea
- Australia

Manager

Team Rank: B
Power: B
Speed: A
Balance: A

C+VG

Hit!

Graphics 85%
Sound 79%
Value 81%
Playability 88%
Overall 85%
THE HERZOG, in case you didn't know (to be honest I didn't know till the Ed told me) was one of the Panzer range of tanks during World War Two. But Herzog Zwei isn't just a game about tanks. It's actually a game of conquest played between two commanders in real time on one of eight variously tortuous terrains. Dotted around each landscape are eight or so bases and the objective is to capture all eight by building and deploying a robot army of soldiers, tanks and other vehicles. Each commander starts the game with one of the bases as his command centre. Other bases are empty, but the ones on the far side of the map belong to the enemy.

To capture a base a player has to get four of his infantry inside, but if an opposing soldier enters, it destroys one member of the occupying force. To prevent four opposing soldiers from getting in you need to build defending tanks and troops to destroy any enemy forces that come close.

Tanks and robots come in various forms, and can be programmed with a variety of orders, but building the more powerful machines takes longer and uses up more of your resources. Robots can only be programmed with one specific order, and that cannot be changed after construction has finished. So for example, it's no use dumping an attack robot outside the command centre and expecting it to defend it.

Each player controls his forces from an armed Transformer robot, which can change into a jet fighter for transporting troops and vehicles from base to base. A small fuel capacity limits its range but by using captured bases as refuelling stations, it can carry forces far enough to reach the enemy command centre and win the game.

A pitched battle

MEGADRIVE

MEGADRIVE
£31.90

Console strategy games like this are as rare as one-legged fish, which is hardly surprising considering the trigger-pumping tastes of most console owners, but Herzog Zwei should hold the interest of all but the most mindless of blast-fans.

What sets it apart from other strategy games is the fact that everything happens in real time. Both players are in action simultaneously and there are no pauses while decisions are taken so you have to think on the move, or die. The computer is a ruthless, unremitting opponent even on the lowest difficulty level, so you won't stand much of a chance until you've fully got to grips with the different control modes and the command icons (they're fairly easy to grasp, even without English instructions). With two players, Herzog Zwei is very playable, though, and it's good to see another game that helps establish the Megadrive as a "real" computer, not just a machine for immobilised arcade players.

PAUL GLANCEY

GRAPHICS 83%
SOUND 81%
VALUE 81%
PLAYABILITY 81%
OVERALL 82%
RC Grand Prix isn't the usual racing game - it's based around those great off-road radio controlled buggies that go incredibly fast and go through batteries even faster!

At the start of the game, the number of players is selected (up to five can race), and then you're off. There are four cars in the race, three are computer controlled, and the other one is under control of the player. The idea is simply to drive your car around the narrow, twisting track (it can't leave the track, but slows down when it bumps into the sides), overtake the computer cars and come first - simple, eh?

The winners are awarded prize money, which you can use to buy extra goodies for your car - and you certainly need to, as opponents get really tough later on.

Julian Rignall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRAPHICS</th>
<th>79%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUND</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALUE</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAYABILITY</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERALL</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There's a party going on in Assault City! But it's not the sort of get-together where everyone brings half a dozen bottles of Grolsch, drinks them all and falls over. No, this is the sort of do where everyone gets shot. Everyone except the robots, that is. They've taken over the city, and it's up to the player, as a crack commando of the future, to gatecrash on the droids and show them that humans aren't all into boring classical music - they much prefer blasting at walking tin cans!

Before the battle commences, the player first tests his skill on a firing range. There are two different targets - robotic or human - and, depending on the how many of each you hit, the computer will work out the difficulty setting of the main game, which is an Op Wolf-style horizontally scrolling out-and-out massacre! Shoot the attacking robots, picking up bonus items as you blast, and destroy the large mother-droid at the end of each area. Simple.

At first glance, Assault City looks, to be blunt, a bit naff. But play it for a while and you'll be able to overlook the average, garishly-coloured graphics and flat sound effects and get into what turns out to be a very tough, challenging and surprisingly addictive shoot 'em up. I liked the idea of having the target practice difficulty selector at the beginning - so much more enjoyable than picking a number from one to nine. The end of level baddies are a bit of a pushover but, having said that, you need to be a bit of a whizz just to reach the first guardian on the most difficult skill level. Admittedly, there are better shoot 'em ups on the Sega, but that's not to detract from the pleasure I had playing Assault City, a solid, honest-to-goodness killing spree in the true sense of the phrase.

PAUL RAND

SEGA

£24.95

At first glance, Assault City looks, to be blunt, a bit naff. But play it for a while and you'll be able to overlook the average, garishly-coloured graphics and flat sound effects and get into what turns out to be a very tough, challenging and surprisingly addictive shoot 'em up. I liked the idea of having the target practice difficulty selector at the beginning - so much more enjoyable than picking a number from one to nine. The end of level baddies are a bit of a pushover but, having said that, you need to be a bit of a whizz just to reach the first guardian on the most difficult skill level. Admittedly, there are better shoot 'em ups on the Sega, but that's not to detract from the pleasure I had playing Assault City, a solid, honest-to-goodness killing spree in the true sense of the phrase.

PAUL RAND

GRAPHICS 62%
SOUND 56%
VALUE 76%
PLAYABILITY 77%
OVERALL 75%
Naxat Soft (who produced the excellent Naxat Open golf game) are the company behind this simulation which puts you in the ring with such cosmopolitan as Signor Marciano from Italy, who hopes you have life insurance, Iranian "Mick" and Samson the Indian whose "piston punch makes a great sleeping pill".

You're literally given a behind-the-gloves view of the ring, a pair of disembodied fist sprites separating you from your weaving opponent. Above and below are stamina and energy gauges for both boxers, and you also get a punch power meter.

As well as being able to block blows with his gloves your boxer can perform jabs and hooks to head and body, but there are no uppercuts. Instead, holding down a joystick button winds up a more powerful punch which demolishes the other guy's stamina if it connects.

Computer boxing games have never been much to write home about and the only ones I ever enjoyed were the ones which injected some humour into the subject by using big, cartoony boxer sprites with their own characteristic fighting style. Digital Champ has the big sprites, and very nicely designed they are too, but the boxers only really differ in their punch strengths and none seem to have any interesting style to distinguish them. They just bob and weave about the ring unpredictably so the only way to be sure of smacking an opponent is to power-up a punch or jab rapidly until he wanders into range. Of course, this soon becomes tedious, and because there isn't even an urge to see the next fighter I quickly grew bored of the whole thing. Ardent fans of the sport may glean some enjoyment from Digital Champ, but I would wait and see if the forthcoming Bull Fight is any better before parting with my money.

Paul Glancey

**GRAPHICS** 75%
**SOUND** 72%
**VALUE** 67%
**PLAYABILITY** 65%
**OVERALL** 65%

PC ENGINE £29.90

Computer boxing games have never been much to write home about and the only ones I ever enjoyed were the ones which injected some humour into the subject by using big, cartoony boxer sprites with their own characteristic fighting style. Digital Champ has the big sprites, and very nicely designed they are too, but the boxers only really differ in their punch strengths and none seem to have any interesting style to distinguish them. They just bob and weave about the ring unpredictably so the only way to be sure of smacking an opponent is to power-up a punch or jab rapidly until he wanders into range. Of course, this soon becomes tedious, and because there isn't even an urge to see the next fighter I quickly grew bored of the whole thing. Ardent fans of the sport may glean some enjoyment from Digital Champ, but I would wait and see if the forthcoming Bull Fight is any better before parting with my money.

Paul Glancey

**GRAPHICS** 75%
**SOUND** 72%
**VALUE** 67%
**PLAYABILITY** 65%
**OVERALL** 65%
**SHEKHANIA COMPUTERS**

**ACCESS + ORDER BY CREDIT CARD LINE 01-348 2907/01-340 8565 + VISA**

**PC ENGINE**
- 16-bit Accell Card
- 32-bit Accell Card
- Jamma

**SEGA MEGA DRIVE**
- 16-bit Accell Card
- 32-bit Accell Card
- Jamma

**GALAXY COMPUTER**
- EGA Accell Card
- Jamma

**NINTENDO GAMEBOY**
- 16-bit Accell Card
- 32-bit Accell Card
- Jamma

**NINTENDO GAMEBOY**
- 16-bit Accell Card
- 32-bit Accell Card
- Jamma

**SEGA 6-BIT**
- 16-bit Accell Card
- 32-bit Accell Card
- Jamma

**NEW**
- Europe's Largest Stock of Video Games and Cartridges for:
  - Etoctooe 34 99 Gates of Mordor
  - SMLghtfinfl 34 99
  - J-Trtl
  - NtutOpen-Gott
  - Hit
  - Sttmoh
  - KTyu7
  - PCK.M
  - H>u Waiw

**ACCESS + ORDER BY CREDIT CARD LINE 01-348 2907/01-340 8565 + VISA**

**TELEGAMES**

Europe's Largest Stock of Video Games and Cartridges for:

**NINTENDO GAMEBOY**

**SEGA MEGA DRIVE**

**CONSOLES**

**SEGA 6-BIT**

**NEW**

**AMIGA**

**PROTON SOFTWARE**

**AMIGA TOP 20**
- Bomber 19.99
- Space Harrier II 16.99
- Space Ace 21.99
- Chase HQ 16.99
- Hard Drive 13.99
- Turbo Outrun 16.99
- Stunt Car Racer 16.99
- Ski Jump 16.99
- Kick Off 12.99
- Batman Movie 16.99
- Manchester Utd 16.99
- Shadow of Beast 23.99
- Xenon 16.99
- Gazza Soccer 16.99
- Falcon 19.99
- Scrambled Spirits 13.99
- Manchester Utd 13.99
- Battle Squadron 16.99
- Fast Lane 16.99
- RAC Rally 16.99
- Extra Time 9.99

**AMIGA**

**ATARI ST TOP 20**
- Hard Drivin' 13.99
- Chase HQ 13.99
- Space Harrier II 15.99
- Strider 13.99
- Space Ace 13.99
- Stunt Car Racer 16.09
- Gazza Soccer 16.99
- Kick Off 12.99
- Falcon 19.99
- Scrambled Spirits 13.99
- Manchester Utd 13.99
- Battle Squadron 16.99
- Fast Lane 16.99
- RAC Rally 16.99
- Continental Circus 13.99

**TELEGAMES**

Wigston, Leicester LE8 1TE (0533 880045)

SAE for full list or 'phone you order now

Still Europe's Largest Video Game Centre

**ACCESSORIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMBS</td>
<td>£110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMS</td>
<td>£9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMS</td>
<td>£7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISC BOXES 3½&quot; 40 holder lockable</td>
<td>£8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISC BOXES 3½&quot; 50 holder lockable</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISC BOXES 3½&quot; 100 holder lockable</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISC BOXES 3½&quot; 70 holder lockable</td>
<td>£8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse Mat 6mm soft</td>
<td>£1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ST/DME**

Send to: PROTON SOFTWARE

**TOTAL** £29.99

If the product you're looking for is not here give us a call.

**TELEPHONES**

- ATARI V/ST + DME
- COMMODORE 64 + DME
- AMIGA + DME

**ACCESSORIES**

<table>
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<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
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Coming soon to a computer near you is US Gold’s conversion of Capcom’s brilliant hack ‘n’ slash arcade game, Dynasty Wars.

Set in the ancient Orient, Dynasty Wars lets you choose one of three characters who are on a mission to drive back a huge enemy army which has invaded their territory. Rather than walk into battle on foot, the heroes of this game sit atop horses, and ride into the fray, slicing and dicing the enemy foot soldiers which try their utmost to topple them from their mounts.

As the heroes ride further across the horizontally scrolling landscape, the enemy become more numerous, and start to use ancient weapons like catapults, which throw fiery bombs! It certainly gets tough!

As you can see from the screenshots here, Dynasty Wars is looking very promising indeed — those static screens are brilliant! Watch out for a full review next month.

**RELEASE:** C64, SPEC, AMS, ST, AMIGA, APRIL

**PRICE:**
- C64, SPEC, AMS £10.99
- ST £19.99
- AMIGA £24.99

**Lu Bu:** He is descended from Emperor Kei of the Han Dynasty. He shares to be brothers with Kuan Yu and Shang Fei to defeat Huang Ching.
SHANG FEI: HE STANDS IN THE MIDDLE OF A BRIDGE AND BRANDISHES HIS SNAKE HALBERD TO PUT THOUSANDS OF ENEMIES TO ROUT.
THUNDER STRIKE LOGOTRON
This sexy little Logotron number is one of that rare breed (IRONY WARNING), a 16 bit 3D shoot 'em up. Yes indeed, it's polygons ahoi! As our hero takes to the air in his hypersonic death ship and zips over hill and dale with kill cannons blazing, the game is being coded by the ex-Teque programmers who were responsible for the 16 bit Blasteroids, Continental Circus and Chase HQ conversions and after seeing a gob-smacking demo of PC Thunderstrike, we're of the opinion that they're making a flaming good job of it. Visually it's stunning, and there's plenty of blasting to keep the old adrenal glands throbbing so start saving those pennies now, 'cos it's gonna be big!

RELEASE: PC ST AMIGA, SUMMER
PRICE: PC £29.99, ST AMIGA £24.99

IMPOSSA-MOLE GREMLIN
Monty Mole is back! Gremlin's original bouncy insectivore has been transformed into Supermole, and he's off on another round-the-world platforming caper, this time on a hunt for five magic artefacts. Naturally they're guarded by the usual armies of bug-eyed sprites, but being a superhero, Monty can kick, bomb or even laser them off the face of the planet. Core (of Rick Dangerous fame) are doing the programming and what we've seen of the game so far looks well up to scratch. Reviews coming to this theatre, er, magazine... soon.

RELEASE: SPEC-TRUM AMSTRAD C64 ST AMIGA, MID APRIL

WORLD SOCCER MICROSTYLE
Only a working title at the moment (Microprose are busy trying to find a footballing moniker that hasn't already been snapped up by someone else) but who cares about names when you see a 3D football game that looks as Micro-stylish (ho ho) as this? Considering the complexity of the graphics, the action in the demo was surprisingly speedy and Microprose promise that the players will be even nippier in the finished product. Another exciting prospect is that the computer controlled players will incorporate artificial intelligence, giving yourself and your opponents the opportunity to use some of the devilish tactics which you see on The Match every Sunday. As soon as we get the game, we'll tell you if all Microprose's hopes are achieved.

RELEASE: ST AMIGA PC C64, LATE SPRING
PRICE: TBA
**REVIEW**

**WORLD CUP SOCCER '90**

**VIRGIN**

We're all a bit annoyed down here, because we've just found out that we'll be losing our Bulldog Bertie mascot for this year's World Cup in Italy, and it's being replaced by some naff logo of a bloke kicking a ball. Luckily we're getting an absolute stack of footy games to coincide with the four-yearly tournament, and World Cup Soccer '90 is just one of them. Licensed from the Temco coin-op, World Cup Soccer '90 is being converted by Hungarian development house Andromeda, and will include such spiffing features as close up views of goalmouth action and subs which come on when an injured player is stretchered off the pitch, as well as the usual free kicks, corner kicks, throw-ins and other lurvverly footy fings.

**RELEASE:** ST AMIGA PC C64 SPECTRUM AMSTRAD
**PRICE:** TBA

---

**LHX ATTACK CHOPPER**

**ELECTRONIC ARTS**

EA venture into Microprose territory with LHX their new flight simulation based around the highly classified and as yet unlaunched helicopter of the same name. We're not quite sure how the programmers came by the info to produce the game, but what we do know is that LHX - The Game will feature twenty missions for the player to tackle across three different countries and against various armed defenses including tanks and enemy aircraft. Polygons have been used to make LHX Attack Chopper as realistic as possible, and it's even got twelve different viewpoints, one of them being a view of your missile as it sidewinds its way towards its intended target. We're hoping to get our hands on the game by next month, when we'll see exactly why this flying fortress is being kept so close to the designers' chests.

**RELEASE:** PC, MARCH
**PRICE:** £39.99

---

**STORMLORD II - DELIVERANCE**

**HEWSON**

The follow-up to the rather good Stormlord is wending its way toward the software shelves, courtesy of Hewson and programmers, Rafaelle Cecco and Nick Jones. The setting is the dark and forbidding recesses of Hell itself, where Stormlord must go and retrieve more fairies from the clutches of the wicked Black Queen. Once all the fairies are rescued, make your way to Heaven and turn them over to Saint Peter, who'll make them a nice cup of tea, a few cucumber sandwiches and tuck them up in bed. Out to stop you are vicious cupids who fire arrows at you, bouncing eggs, trolls, zombies and other denizens of the underworld. Graphics look well-mean (baby), and there's some newer versions of the quite risque statues which raised a few eyebrows in the first game. If it's as good as Stormlord, Deliverance should be a corker, so watch out for it.

**RELEASE:** SPECTRUM C64 AMSTRAD, APRIL
**PRICE:** TBA
NEXT MONTH

IN THE MERRY, MERRY MAY ISSUE OF COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES YOU WILL FIND...

EXCLUSIVE REVIEWS OF SOME OF THE SUMMER’S BIGGEST GAMES!

PLUS

EXCLUSIVE MEGADRIVE, SEGA AND PC ENGINE REVIEWS
TONS OF FABBO COMPS
EXCLUSIVE PREVIEWS
HEAPS OF INCREDIBLE TIPS
AMAZING ARCADE ACTION
PLUS THE VERY HOTTTEST NEWS ON COMPUTERS AND CONSOLES.

C+VG ON SALE APRIL 16 FOR THE RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICE OF £1.30!

DON’T MISS IT.
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TAKE THE LAW INTO YOUR OWN HANDS

THE FASTEST, MOST THRILLING 3D DRIVING GAME YET!

VOTED ARCADE GAME OF THE YEAR

Take the wheel of your turbo-charged Porsche as you and your partner go in pursuit of dangerous criminals all driving an evil array of souped-up roadsters.

TURBO BOOST!

Need to catch up in a hurry? Well, just one press of your turbo button will leave your eyes in the back of your head!

BARRELLING THROUGH THE CITY STREETS, along the roughest of dirt tracks and through busy tunnels — if you can hold the line! The low life can run, but they can’t hide.

ALL AVAILABLE FOR ATARI ST • AMIGA
SIX INSPIRED
action sequences put you in control of Elliot Ness's elite squad of crime-busters.

ALLEYWAY SHOOTOUTS,

THE BORDER RAID,
The Railway Station confrontation and Warehouse bust culminating in the thrilling denouement of a

ROOFTOP DUEL
as you re-live the knife-edge existence of Ness in his struggle against the retribution of Capone!

THE UNTOUCHABLES—LIVE AN AMERICAN LEGEND
a fine example of how to do the job properly...a cracking conversion...one of the most successful licences to date! Similar Use.

BLOCKBUSTER FOLLOW-UP TO

LAST CHRISTMAS'S NO. 1 HIT...

OPERATION WOLF...
NOW WITH TWICE THE ACTION,
TWICE THE FUN, TWICE THE CHALLENGE

ROY ADAM IS BACK!
The Hi-jack report came from a DC10 leaving Paris for Boston—Arab guerrillas were in control of Flight 102 and had turned the aircraft towards Africa...The plane lands in hostile territory and the terrorists begin their demands...

USE THE LASERSIGHT
or the bulletproof vest, but watch out for

AIR-TO-GROUND MISSILES
Operation Thunderbolt the incredible Taito coin-op conversion brought NOW to your home computer.